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CYBER ATTACK:
Why is the F&B sector a target?

A

t the end of May 2021, there was a major cybersecurity attack that involved ransom demands at meat
processing plant JBS USA. The attack affected the
servers supporting its IT systems causing a shutdown
to its operations across America and in Australia.
The company was able to quickly resolve the issues resulting
from the attack due to its cybersecurity protocols, redundant
systems and encrypted backup servers. However, the company
confirmed that it paid the equivalent of AU$14.6 million in
ransom to the cybercriminal group in order to mitigate any unforeseen issues and prevent any potential risk for its customers.
Cyber attacks are on the rise and according to Claroty’s recent research, the food and agriculture sector alone saw a 56%
increase in industrial control system (ICS) vulnerabilities from
2H 2019 to 2H 2020, after seeing no increase from 2018 to 2019.
But what exactly makes the food and agriculture sector a target?
Lani Refiti, ANZ Regional Director, Claroty said: “Given the
round-the-clock nature of operations in food and beverage companies, much of the IT equipment in their manufacturing plants
can’t be patched quickly when a security vulnerability emerges.
This gives threat actors an extended lead time to plan their assault and makes F&B assets a prime target for attacks such as
ransomware, which rely on exploiting known vulnerabilities in
the network. Hackers know that F&B companies can’t afford to
have any operational downtime, and that a ransomware attack
that seizes up operations abruptly will present a dramatic cost
to the enterprise.
“This problem is exacerbated by the fact that many F&B
production sites run on legacy operational technology (OT) that
was never designed to be connected to the internet. OT networks
predate the internet, and with digital transformation leading
many F&B companies to automate parts of the manufacturing
processes, OT is suddenly being exposed to a whole host of new
cyber threats lurking the web. In other words, F&B companies
4
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have ‘flat’, unsegmented networks, which allow ransomware
infections to propagate quickly.
“To protect themselves against any kind of attack or security
breach, producers, manufacturers and anyone involved in the
food and beverage [sector] and their supply chain should ensure that they have complete visibility into all of their systems
and processes and make sure to continuously monitor for any
threats that could result from a targeted or opportunistic attack,”
Refiti concluded.

STOP PRESS:

foodpro 2021 postponed until October
Due to the unfolding COVID situation in New South Wales
and Greater Sydney, foodpro 2021 has been rescheduled to
now run 10–13 October 2021, at Sydney Showground. In
October. The event promises to reunite and reconnect the
industry, featuring a show floor of Australia’s top suppliers
in food and beverage manufacturing. Making the most of
their time at foodpro, visitors can also attend the Australian
Institute of Food Science and Technology’s annual convention.
The AIFST 2021 will still run concurrently with the four-day
foodpro 2021 event, from Monday, 11 October to Tuesday,
12 October 2021 at the Novotel, Sydney Olympic Park. To
book tickets for the conference, visit www.aifst.asn.au.

What: foodpro 2021
When: 10–13 October 2021
Where: Sydney Showground, Sydney Olympic Park
Free registration at: foodproexh.com/register
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Our compressors
aren’t just grey...
they are also
very Green!

Oil-free air solutions for the
food and beverage industry

Download our FREE 10-step guide* to a more green and
efficient production!
The big question is how to make
your production process more
carbon neutral while at the same
time maintaining a competitive
edge.
Compressed air is a highly effective
and safe form of energy for
powering production equipment
or processes. Unfortunately,
generating compressed air
traditionally consumes a lot of
energy. However, most companies
do not realise that there are
also tremendous energy savings
that will allow them to drastically
reduce their carbon footprint.
Let us introduce our 10-step
guide!
This guide will help companies
lower their energy consumption
and carbon footprint, which will
translate into direct savings.

Best of all, while all of the 10 steps
will save money in the long run,
some of them cost very little to
implement.
In fact, after you finish reading
this guide you will be able to take
meaningful action right away to
make your production greener and
more efficient.

DID YOU KNOW?

A compressor installation that
consumes 500 kW for 8,000
operating hours per year
represents a yearly energy
consumption of 4 million kWh
or 2828 Metric tons of CO2.
The possibilities for recovering
substantial amounts of waste heat
via hot air or hot water are real.
As much as 94% of the energy
supplied to the compressor can be
recovered.

Some of these steps can be taken
right away and require hardly any
financial commitment while others
involve infrastructure investments
that will pay off in a big way down
the road.
This guide should not be seen as a
one-off exercise, but rather as a
continuous process to maintain
peak production efficiency.
*This document was compiled for
compressed air users, and the calculations
it contains are estimates meant as a guide.
We still recommend a detailed audit by
compressed air specialists who can best
assess a compressed air system’s optimal
savings potential.

Atlas Copco Compressors
1800 023 469
www.atlascopco.com
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Cultured lamb company launches in Vic
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Magic Valley has launched its cultured lamb company, in Melbourne, Victoria.
Founded by Paul Bevan, the company brings together a team of Australia’s leading
scientists with extensive experience in both stem cell biology and livestock production.
The company is currently raising a seed round from investors to complete prototype
development, with the first products expected to be available on shelves in the next
12 to 24 months.
Magic Valley’s initial focus will be on developing cultured lamb products including
mince, strips, steaks and chops. The lamb product range is produced using induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) without any foetal bovine serum (FBS) or animal products.
“Given Australia’s excellent reputation for food safety, security and producing quality
sheep, lamb was the obvious choice for the company’s first product range,” Bevan said.

Woolworths to partner with KNAPP for automated
fulfillment centre
Woolworths has announced plans to construct a new automated fulfillment centre in
Auburn, NSW, to better serve the online grocery needs of Western Sydney customers.
Automation technology from KNAPP will be implemented at the facility to help
Woolworths’ personal shoppers fulfill over 50,000 online deliveries a week.
The development application for the fulfillment centre is still subject to NSW
Department of Planning approval. If approved, the 22,000 m2 facility will support up
to 250 full-time equivalent roles and around 440 jobs during construction.
The plans come as Woolworths reported e-commerce sales growth of 92% from
July–December 2020. E-commerce sales now account for around 8% of total sales at
Woolworths.
Woolies Managing Director
Amanda Bardwell said: “To keep pace
with the demand, we need to innovate
with new technology to boost capacity
and ensure we’re continuing to offer
the best possible online grocery
experience. This fulfillment centre
will deliver a step change in our
online offer for our Western Sydney
customers.”
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NZ government
invests in durum
wheat research
New Zealanders could be tucking
into artisan pasta, pizza and bread
made from durum wheat grown in the
Wairarapa if a new project indicates
there’s a market for it.
The Ministry for Primary Industries
(MPI) is contributing $100,000 to a
$151,000 project led by the Foundation
of Arable Research (FAR) that will
evaluate the opportunity for a growerowned value chain to supply the
growing demand for high-end durum
wheat flour in New Zealand.
The project builds on the findings of
a 2017–2020 project funded by MPI’s
Sustainable Farming Fund, which
looked at alternative crops that could
be profitable for the Wairarapa as a
response to the pea weevil incursion.
That project demonstrated that the
warm, dry summers in the Wairarapa
and some soils are ideal for growing
high-quality durum wheat.
“There’s a big buzz about it already,”
said Ivan Lawrie, FAR’s general manager
of business operations. “We sent
samples of milled flour to bakers and
pasta makers throughout the country,
and everybody is really keen to use local
ingredients rather than importing from
Australia or Italy. However, the price
point for this kind of product is not yet
fully understood.”
The project will focus on durum
wheat grown in the Wairarapa and will
conduct consumer research and product
testing with chefs, bakers and pasta
manufacturers. The results will help to
evaluate alternative commercialisation
models for marketing the flour to the
food sector.
Lawrie said it’s looking promising
so far.
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Packaging
film to keep
strawberries
fresh
Monique Lacroix, a professor at the Institut national de la recherche scientifique (INRS), and
her team have developed a packaging film that can keep strawberries fresh for up to 12 days.
The film is made of chitosan, a natural molecule found in shellfish shells. This food industry
by-product contains key antifungal properties that curb mould growth. The packaging film
also contains essential oils and nanoparticles, both of which possess antimicrobial properties.
“Essential oil vapours protect strawberries. And if the film comes into contact with
strawberries, the chitosan and nanoparticles prevent mould and pathogens from reaching the
fruit’s surface,” said Professor Lacroix.
Among other things, the packaging could be inserted into the blotting paper that the industry
currently uses for strawberries.
The formula developed for this packaging film has the added advantage of being effective
against several types of pathogens. The team tested the film on four microbial cultures. “Our
work has shown the film’s effectiveness against Aspergillus niger, a highly resistant mould
that causes substantial losses during strawberry production,” Lacroix said.
This type of bioactive packaging also showed antimicrobial efficacy against the pathogens
Escherichia coli, Listeria monocytogenes, and Salmonella Typhimurium, which come from
contamination during food handling and are a major source of concern for the food industry.
Professor Lacroix and her team also combined the packaging film with an irradiation process.
When packaging film was exposed to radiation, team members noted longer shelf life, cutting
the level of loss in half compared to the control (without film or irradiation). On day 12, the
team recorded a 55% loss rate for the control group of strawberries, 38% for the group with
the film and 25% when irradiation was added.

Kerry plans to establish a food innovation hub in Qld
Kerry Group is planning to develop a purpose-built food technology and innovation
centre in Queensland.
The Brisbane facility will act as the new headquarters for Kerry in Australia and
New Zealand, while its existing facility in Sydney will retain a specialist research and
development applications hub to complement the new facility.
With end-to-end capabilities including pilot plants, laboratories and tasting facilities,
the centre will be designed to bring the end-to-end food innovation cycle under one roof
reducing time to market for new product development and increasing food innovation
in the region.
According to Christine Giuliano, General Manager, Kerry Australia and New
Zealand, the facility will bring the benefits of its global technologies to local food and
beverage producers. “Our team at the new centre will be able to leverage Kerry’s R&D
network around the world, as
well as global insights, market
knowledge, and culinary
and applications expertise
to customise solutions that
ultimately deliver exciting
products that resonate with the
local market.”
The centre will also
create ongoing employment
opportunities for graduates
through Kerry’s Graduate
Programme via partnerships
Kerry Beverage EUM Lab
with local universities.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Vaughan’s Kaufland
Distribution Centre
complete
I n M a r c h 2 0 2 1 , Va u g h a n
Constructions announced the
completion of the distribution
centre for German supermarket
Kaufland at Mickleham, in
Melbourne’s north.
The 100,000 m2 facility includes
107,000 m2 of concrete hardstand,
168 recessed loading docks,
73,200 m2 of warehousing, office
and entry building of around 4,000
m2, ancillary buildings of 3700 m2,
a freezer of 10,500 m2 and social
building of 1000 m2, on a 28 ha site.
The building was sold fully
leased to a local transport/
distribution company.
Vaughan Director Eric Law said
the team had truly enjoyed working
side by side with the Kaufland team
to deliver Vaughan’s biggest ever
project.
“Together we have achieved
an amazing feat in the design
and construction of a world-class
facility — currently the largest in
Australia — which encompasses
the best of German specifications
and Australian design.”
P a t r i c k B e z n e r, D i r e c t o r
Construction & Planning at Kaufland
Australia, echoed Law’s comments.
“It goes without saying that
we could not have achieved this
without the support and hard
work of the Kaufland and Vaughan
Constructions teams, who have
persevered and demonstrated
immense commitment despite the
challenges posed by COVID-19.”
Vaughan’s CV of food and drink
industry builds also includes
Woolworths, Aldi, Coca-Cola, Coles,
PFD, Kraft, Made Group, Ferguson
Plarre and Murray Goulburn.
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Food
traceability
guide
launched in Australia

D

eakin University has launched a new guide that
is designed to help Australian agrifood businesses
track and trace food products from the farm gate
to the dinner plate.
The Australian Guide to Implementing Food Traceability
(AGIFT) was developed in partnership with GS1 Australia,
Woolworths Group, and Meat and Livestock Australia’s Integrity
Systems Company.
The 11 learning modules in the guide cover everything from
on-farm production, manufacturing, distribution and retail-toconsumer information and exporting, and are designed to be
‘stackable’ with businesses able to incorporate all modules into
their operations or pick and choose the ones they need.
Dr Hermione Parsons, Industry Professor and founding
Director of the Centre for Supply Chain and Logistics (CSCL),
explained that the AGIFT builds national consistency and
integrity into Australia’s food traceability systems and ultimately
gives a clear line of sight along a product supply chain.
Parsons said the guide responds to the needs of both industry
and consumers by explaining the ‘who, what, where, when and
how’ of tracking and tracing food products.
“It’s clear that the current standard of being able to trace
one step forward and one step back within the supply chain is
8
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no longer enough, with consumers calling out for more detail
about how their food is produced,” she said.
“Consumers want to know they can trust any claims a
business is making about a food product being organic, Halal
or part of a sustainable supply chain. And, in a worst-case
scenario, they want to know that any food safety notices and
product recalls will be handled as transparently and efficiently
as possible.”
Tony Boll, Chair of Deakin University’s Food Traceability
Laboratory and former CEO South Pacific, DHL Global
Forwarding, said AGIFT will benefit not only consumers, but
also growers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers.
“For the first time, the industry will have an easily accessible
methodology that can be used by everyone along the length of
the supply chain, enabling information to flow freely regardless
of software or technology,” Boll said.
“And with Australia’s recent announcement that it aims to
boost its food export target to $100 billion by 2030, the timing
has never been better.”
The Australian Guide to Implementing Food Traceability
can be purchased through Deakin University’s Centre for
Supply Chain and Logistics. For more information, visit
foodtraceability.deakin.edu.au/
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In response to the Australian red meat industry’s
beef with non-meat branding terms, such as “meatfree mince”, “sausage made with plants” and
“vegan bacon”, the Queensland Senator, Susan
McDonald, has launched a Senate Inquiry into
food labelling laws.
She said it was up to makers of non-meat
products to come up with their own distinct terms instead of
trading off long-established names of animal proteins.
“Just like winemakers wanting exclusive use of some wine
names, I feel strongly that our Aussie red meat industry should
have sole use of product names that have meant only one thing
for centuries.”
Red Meat Advisory Council Chairman John McKillop said
graziers had had enough.
“It is a national disgrace that highly processed plant-based
protein made from imported ingredients is allowed to be labelled
as Australian meat,” he said.
“The brand and reputation of natural beef, lamb and goat
has been built over generations and is now being denigrated by
companies that are deliberately trying to use piggyback marketing
to sell an inferior product.
“The Australian red meat and livestock industry strongly
welcome the announcement of a parliamentary inquiry into meat
category branding,” McKillop said.
The Australian Meat Industry Council (AMIC) CEO, Patrick
Hutchinson, also welcomed the announcement and said he
looks forward to participating in the Senate Inquiry into food
labelling laws.

©stock.adobe.com/au/dropStock

Beef over
labelling

“We are keen to ensure our interests are represented in so far
as to ensure that labelling of manufactured plant proteins does
not constitute a point of confusion for consumers, and that only
genuine meat products are labelled as such,” Hutchinson said.
“Further, we are pleased that the inquiry will review in detail
the health implications of heavily processed plant proteins, as
well as the long-term social and economic impairments caused
by these types of products on businesses, livestock producers
and individuals across regional, rural and remote Australia.”
The alternative protein market is a growing industry
that has responded to consumer demands. According to
CSIRO research, the total demand and environmental saving
associated with alternative protein sources is expected to
reach $12 billion by 2030 at around 5% per annum growth.
This sector is reportedly not happy with the narrative being
used in the lead-up to this inquiry.
According to McDonald’s statement, the inquiry will
investigate the economic effects of non-animal protein marketing
on Australia’s red meat industry, the legality of using livestock
imagery on vegan products and the health benefits of non-animal
protein manufacturing processes. The labelling laws will then
need to be developed by FSANZ.

Nestlé develops two new water bottle designs
Nestlé has developed two new packaging innovations for its Vittel natural mineral water bottles. The
novel water bottles are designed to function just like traditional plastic bottles but with less plastic.
Firstly, the Vittel GO system consists of a reusable hard protective case designed to hold 50 cl
(500 mL) refills of Vittel natural mineral water that are made with 40% less plastic than a traditional
bottle. Because the bottles are made with as little recycled plastic as possible, they are very flexible
and light, which means they must be used with the reusable protective case to make it easy to drink
the water.
The second packaging innovation is a 100% recyclable 1 L Vittel Hybrid bottle that is made from
two types of materials. The first material is a thin plastic bottle made entirely from recycled content.
It uses two times less plastic than a classic 1L bottle. The plastic layer is surrounded by a fibre-based
material made from 100% recycled cardboard and old newspapers. Proprietary technologies enable
the plastic and fibre-based layers to be locked together to create a functional, sturdy water bottle that can be easily used
without any damage. Nestlé is currently developing a tearing system which allows consumers to easily separate the
paper and plastic components for recycling when the hybrid bottle is empty.
The packaging innovations were developed by experts at Nestlé’s research and development centre for waters in
Vittel, France, with funding from Nestlé’s internal R&D ‘Shark-Tank’ initiative. To develop the hybrid bottle, the experts
worked in collaboration with Ecologic Powered by Jabil, a Californian start-up that specialises in eco-design of packaging.
Both the Vittel GO and Vittel Hybrid water bottles will be available for consumer testing in France in July.
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• SupaMap • Dry Ice
• Carbon Dioxide
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Popcorn
packaging

M

odern packaging must do much more than simply
meet the specific requirements for transport, storage and presentation: it must also be sustainable.
But what does sustainable really mean?
It means that the material must be environmentally friendly
and made from renewable resources, be sturdy enough to enable re-use and be easy to recycle when it comes to the end
of its useful life.
For many years, a research group at the University of
Göttingen has put their energy and expertise into investigating manufacturing processes for products made of popcorn.
These products have the potential to be environmentally
friendly alternatives to polystyrene or plastic. The university has now signed a licence agreement with the company
Nordgetreide for the commercial use of the process and
products for the packaging sector.
The packaging industry is still the biggest purchaser
of plastic products, accounting for almost 40%. However,
large producers and retail chains have long since begun to
rethink their packaging policies and aim for more recycling.
The research group Chemie und Verfahrenstechnik von
Verbundwerkstoffen (chemistry and process engineering of
composite materials) at the Faculty of Forest Sciences and
Forest Ecology at Göttingen University has now succeeded
12
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in developing a novel process, based on its many years of
experience in the field of renewable raw materials.
The results are that three-dimensional moulded forms can
be produced from ‘granulated’ popcorn. The great advantage
of this granular material is that it comes from renewable biological sources, is environmentally friendly and is sustainable.
It is therefore a good alternative to the polystyrene products
used previously.
“This new process, based on technology developed in the
plastic industry, enables the production of a wide range of
moulded parts,” explained the head of the research group,
Professor Alireza Kharazipour. “This is particularly important
when considering packaging because it ensures that products
are transported safely, which minimises waste. And this has
all been achieved using a material that will even be biodegradable afterwards.” In addition, the new popcorn products
have water-repellent properties, which opens up new avenues
for future applications.
Stefan Schult, Managing Director of Nordgetreide, which
holds an exclusive licence, added: “Our popcorn packaging is
a great sustainable alternative to polystyrene which is derived
from petroleum. The plant-based packaging is made from the
inedible by-products of Cornflakes production and can actually
be composted after use without any residue.”
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Morphing pasta
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in semolina flour dough while preparing an authentic Italian pasta recipe. The pasta swelled when they cooked it in
boiling water, assuming 3D shapes based on the positioning
of the grooves.
Tao et al. modelled this swelling process, observing that
the morphing caused by the surface grooves was temporary
and reversible.
Further experiments confirmed that the specific parameters
of the grooves, including side angle, gap, width and depth,
are critical for determining how the pasta morphs into different 3D forms. The authors note that these grooves can
easily be made through inexpensive manufacturing methods
such as stamping, laser etching, or moulding and casting.
The study has been published in Science Advances; for
more information, visit https://advances.sciencemag.org/
content/7/19/eabf4098.full.
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A new study has identified a simple mechanism for converting 2D structures into 3D forms — a development that could
potentially reduce waste from plastic packaging.
The findings demonstrate how pasta, for example, could
be stored in a flattened form that occupies less space,
springing into its familiar twisted shapes once it is cooked
in boiling water.
Producing 3D foods in flattened forms could also make
them simpler to manufacture, reducing costs and improving
production efficiency.
To help ease reliance on plastic packaging, researchers
have previously proposed designing foods that can be flatpacked during transportation and storage, later taking on 3D
shapes during preparation.
While surface grooves have been explored as a technique
to morph flour-based foods, with some degree of success, this
previous research had not yet revealed a reliable design to
precisely yield specific shapes on demand.
To explore this mechanism, Ye Tao and colleagues conducted simulations based on a polymeric gel model, then
an edible pasta model, finding that they could accurately
predict morphing in both materials.
Next, the researchers demonstrated the mechanism and
its ability to morph food by creating simple surface grooves

CASE STUDY

bakery, cereals & grains

Rice mill with integrated technology

Bühler has announced it will soon finish
its integration of technologies that will
optimise yield for rice millers.
The food processing equipment
manufacturer said that the innovations,
which use artificial intelligence and
machine learning, can transform
standalone technologies into one smart
integrated system reducing waste
and saving energy while providing a
quality product.
Bühler has defined the three
quality parameters essential to the

rice market: shine, smoothness and
whiteness. These, together with the
percentage of broken rice, determine
the quality and price of the final
product.
The RiceLinePro DROA sensor
continuously assesses and keeps
track of these characteristics in real
time using complex machine learning
algorithms. This not only standardises
the process, minimising error and
increasing consistency and reliability,
but also reduces reliance on labour.

Bühler’s newest addition to its
whitening technology, the Automatic
Whitener DRWC, improves whitening
performance through self-adapting
whitening pressure. It also includes
an overload protection mechanism
and recipe setting options that can be
accessed via a touchscreen.
Bühler’s DS-C Optical Sorter
provides real-time product quality
alerts that optimise the rice yield
and adapt downstream processing
technology settings.
Its product live streaming and
replay are part of digitalised production
reporting. For example, for a typical
optical sorter, ejection spikes often result
in the loss of good product. Bühler’s
integrated digital solutions detect these
spikes as they happen, drastically
reducing product loss.
The monthly savings from increased
visibility could be as high as US$15,000,
Bühler said.
Together, the integrated technology
provides mill operators with the insights
they need to correctly adjust solution
settings. Over time, the intelligent system
can adjust autonomously.
The system is currently being tested
at Riseria Taverne SA, a large rice mill
in Switzerland.
Buhler AG Australia NZ
www.buhlergroup.com

Indulgent flavours bring a new
twist at breakfast time
The indulgent flavours of cakes and biscuits are no longer limited to
snacking or after-dinner treats, according to an Innova Market Insights
report that suggests they have become a breakfast staple.
‘Flavors by Occasion’ reports that indulgent flavours are seeing the strongest
growth in foods commonly eaten at breakfast, such as cereals, bread and dairy.
Cake, biscuit and pie flavours increased by a 9% CAGR over 2016–2020, while
brown flavours (eg, chocolate, caramel and peanut butter) increased by 6%.
Milk chocolate is currently the leading flavour in cereal products (breakfast
cereals and cereal and energy bars). However, it is flavours inspired by the bakery
category that are seeing some of the strongest growth. Biscuit flavours increased by
30% CAGR and brownie by 26% over 2016–2020.
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Ready Meal Solutions by JBT
JBT has a successful track record in partnering with processors and manufacturers in developing
quality ready meals, capturing continuous improvements across all manufacturing attributes
including yield, capacity, nutrition and taste.
We offer a variety of coating, frying, cooking, freezing, filling, closing, in-container-sterilization, and
x-ray solutions to stay ahead of your competition.

Frigoscandia GYRoCOMPACT® 60
Sprial Freezer

XVision™ CCPX™ Pack™

Double D RevoRack™
Multi-Purpose Cooker

Spiral Freezer, Proofer and Freezer

Stein® TwinDrum™ 600 Spiral Oven

Double D Chargrill Bar Marker

Contact us to find out how market leading ready meal manufacturers count on JBT for the best
solutions in the industry.

Protein Blog

John Bean Technologies Australia Ltd
Unit 1, 40 Rivergate Place, Murarrie
QLD 4172, Australia
Phone: +61 (0) 7 3896 6100
Fax: +61 (0) 7 3393 9299
Email: info.au@jbtc.com | info.nz@jbtc.com

Teflon-coated drives
Enmin has introduced a range of electromagnetic drives that feature a Teflon
coating.
Manufactured in Australia, the drives provide a unique handling method for
controlling the flow of product, parts and bulk materials. Products can be
screened, sized or metered to ensure a smooth, uniform and fully variable flow.
The Teflon coating provides greater cathodic protection thereby eliminating

bulk handling, storage & logistics

surface rust, which makes it a suitable surface finish for a food environment.
The Teflon is fully FDA approved; its 40-micron surface coating means that it
does not suffer from the chipping that can occur on painted models. This makes
it suitable for use on mobile equipment that is susceptible to knocks and bangs
as it is moved around the workplace.
Suitable for harsh cleaning and washdown environments within the food industry, it also has other applications in addition to the food industry. It is suitable for virtually any industry that handles dry bulk material, processed products

Pedestrian warehousing
equipment range

or parts that employ the use of an electromagnetic drive. Enmin’s drives have
been used in the metals, ceramics, chemical and plastics industries in an array

The latest addition in the MLA Vulcan range is

of applications.

the Pedestrian Warehouse equipment including

Enmin Pty Ltd

electric pallet trucks, walkie reach stackers and

www.enmin.com.au

walkie straddle stackers.
With electronic power steering and curve control,
the range allows for increased operator confidence
when travelling, cornering and lifting.
The Australian compliant units are also fitted
with a regenerative braking system allowing for
reduced brake wear and increased battery runtime, which can allow for more up-time while the
truck is in use.
Additionally, the walkie reach stacker and straddle stacker provide operators with good visibility,
which helps to provide a safe material handling
environment.
MLA Holdings Pty Ltd is the exclusive Australian distributor of Mitsubishi, Nichiyu and MLA
Vulcan material handling equipment.
MLA Holdings Pty Ltd
www.mlaholdings.com.au
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A clean
performance: igus
wins the REINER!
Award for modular
cleanroom chain
In order for manufacturers
to produce in cleanrooms,
particle-free machine elements
are required. Every year, the
Fraunhofer Institute honours the
most innovative developments
with the REINER! Award. The
motion plastics specialist igus is pleased with the second place award for its e-skin flat energy supply
chain. The alternative to the flat belt guide is compact, modular and has cleanroom class 1. The cables
can be easily inserted into the chain using the zipper principle and can be quickly replaced in the
event of maintenance.
Fraunhofer IPA announces the Fraunhofer Purity Technology Prize REINER! every two years. The
award has now been presented to igus for the development of the e-skin flat energy supply system as
part of the Digital 365 Cleanroom Process. The motion plastics specialist took second place.
The e-skin flat is a modular cable guidance system made of high-performance polymer, which shows
almost no visible wear and is abrasion-resistant. Energy supply systems can be easily extended with
so-called ‘single pod’ profiles. A zipper system allows easy replacement of the cables. In combination
with CFCLEAN cable cores for the transmission of energy, motor control, bus and Ethernet signals, the
user receives a ready-to-connect energy supply system.
Tests by the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA have shown
that the system achieves Class 1 according to ISO 14644. This means that the e-skin flat meets the
strictest cleanroom requirements.
The igus range of particle-free energy supply systems has been in production since 2003. Since last
year, the company has also been operating a cleanroom laboratory for in-house development, which
was installed at the main site in Cologne in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute. In this laboratory,
igus tests its e-skin flat as well as other motion plastics such as cables and plain bearings.
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Robotic
drone
solution
for disinfecting food plants wins prize

T

he grand-prize winner of this year’s Rabobank-MIT
Food and Agribusiness Innovation Prize — Human
Dynamics — is seeking to improve sanitation in food
production plants with a robotic drone or ‘drobot’.
Designed to fly through facilities spraying soap and disinfectant, the company said the robotic drone can help with daily
sanitation tasks at food production facilities.
Co-founder Tom Okamoto, a master’s student in MIT’s System
Design and Management (SDM) program, said the average large
food manufacturer spends $13 million on sanitation annually.
When this is combined with the time sanitation processes take
away from production and delays due to human error, his company estimates this solution is tackling an $80 billion problem.
The company’s prototype uses a quadcopter drone that carries a tank, nozzle and spray hose. Underneath the hood, the
drone uses visual detection technology to validate that each
area is clean, LIDAR to map out its path and algorithms for
route optimisation.
The product is designed to automate repetitive tasks while
complementing other cleaning efforts currently done by humans.
Workers will still be required for certain aspects of cleaning and
tasks like preparing and inspecting facilities during sanitation.
The company has already developed several proofs of concept
and is planning to run a pilot project with a local food producer
and distributor this year.
The Human Dynamics team also includes MIT researcher
Takahiro Nozaki, MIT master’s student Julia Chen and Harvard
Business School students Mike Mancinelli and Kaz Yoshimaru.
The second-place prize went to Resourceful, which aims
to help connect buyers and sellers of food waste by-products
through an online platform. The company said there is a growing
market for upcycled products made by companies selling things
like edible chips made from juice pulp, building materials made
from potato skins and eyeglasses made from orange peels. But
establishing a by-product supply chain can be difficult.
18
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“Being paid for by-products should be low-hanging fruit for
food manufacturers, but the system is broken,” said co-founder
and CEO Kyra Atekwana, an MBA candidate at the University of
Chicago’s Booth School of Business. “There are tens of millions
of pounds of food waste produced in the US every year, and
there’s a variety of tech solutions … enabling this food waste
and surplus to be captured by consumers. But there’s virtually
nothing in the middle to unlock access to the 10.6 million tons
of by-product waste produced every year.”
Buyers and sellers can offer and browse food waste by-products
on the company’s subscription-based platform. The businesses
can also connect and establish contracts through the platform.
Resourceful charges a small fee for each transaction.
The company is currently launching pilots in the Chicago
region before making a public launch later this year. It has also
partnered with the Upcycled Food Association, a non-profit
focused on reducing food waste.
Other finalists included:
• Chicken Haus, a vertically integrated, fast-casual restaurant
concept dedicated to serving locally sourced, bone-in fried
chicken;
• Joise Food Technologies, which is 3-D printing the nextgeneration of meat alternatives and other foods using 3-D biofabrication technology and sustainable food ink formulation;
• Marble, which is developing a small-footprint robot to remove
fat from the surface of meat cuts to achieve optimal yield;
• Nice Rice, which is developing a rice alternative made from
pea starch that can be upcycled; and
• Roofscapes, which deploys accessible wooden platforms
to ‘vegetalise’ roofs in dense urban areas to combat food
insecurity and climate change.
This was the sixth year of the event, which was hosted by
the MIT Food and Agriculture Club. The event was sponsored
by Rabobank and MIT’s Abdul Latif Jameel World Water and
Food Systems Lab (J-WAFS).
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Cold Storage Range
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-30°C

The A-SAFE Cold Storage range has been
meticulously engineered to provide the
highest levels of protection to pedestrians,
assets and infrastructure. From the robust
rack protection of RackGuard, to PAS 13
compliant fork protection, bollards, barriers
and height restrictors, the Cold Storage
range offers a full suite of high-performance
safety products for applications within very
low-temperature environments. Food-safe,
robust and effective to -30°C, Cold Storage
products from A-SAFE have been purposedesigned for use in frozen food storage
facilities and other challenging sub-zero
environments. Benefit from the ultimate in
low-temperature performance and reduced
maintenance costs without compromising
on hygiene.

To schedule a FREE site survey or virtual consultation, please contact:
A-Safe Australasia Pty Ltd | 02 9625 8927 | www.asafe.com
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Cleaning-in-place (CIP)
systems
Maintaining hygienic, and in some cases sterile, production
equipment is a key aspect of modern food processing,

bulk handling, storage & logistics

as well as the production of pharmaceuticals and other
products. Cleaning-in-place (CIP) is the standard technique
to effectively and efficiently clean equipment which contains
pipework, enclosed spaces and small apertures in situ.
HRS Heat Exchangers has cleaning-in-place (CIP) and
sterilisation-in-place (SIP) systems for cleaning and disinfection for all hygienic industries, including food and pharmacy industry systems.
Its single- and multi-tank HRS CIP/SIP Systems are supplied complete with a control system to enable automated cleaning cycles.
The systems are fully skid mounted and have modular designs for quick and easy site installation. The single-tank (ST) system is
designed for simple cleaning applications where recovery of the cleaning fluid is not required, while multi-tank (MT) systems are suitable for more complex situations.
For small, portable applications the tank can be heated to 85°C using electric heating elements, but steam heating using an HRS K
Series multitube heat exchanger is also available. Units start at 500 L capacity and single-tank systems are available up to 2500 L.
Larger systems can be provided using multiple tanks and centrifugal sanitary pumps are fitted as standard.
Systems are fully automated using programmable logic controller (PLC) systems and human-machine interfaces (HMI), which can
be standalone or integrated into the factory’s main control system.
HRS Heat Exchangers Australia New Zealand
www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/au/

Easily insert fillings inside food casings

With Rheon machinery you can create your designer
fillings – sauces, vegetables, condiments, pizza, cheese
and insert them into meat, chicken, seafood, bread
products, cookies, arancini and lots more.

MODELS TO
SUIT ALL
MANUFACTURERS,
BOTH LARGE
& SMALL
Phone: (61 2) 9939 4900 Email: ssyme@symetec.com
C22/148 Old Pittwater Road, Brookvale NSW, Australia
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CASE STUDY
Mirror polished eductors for hygienic
manufacturing
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When a pharmaceutical manufacturer needed mirror polished
tank mixing eductors for three new tanks, they called Tecpro
Australia to provide a solution for their exact requirements.

The challenge

The solution
Tecpro had to get creative in order to achieve the required mirror
polish finish.
Small sections of the insertion lance were cut, mirror polished
internally and externally, then welded back together.
Before the tank could be commissioned, the materials, surface
polish and weld points were all inspected and certified as
achieving the required ultra-hygienic standards. All three tanks
are now operating.

bulk handling, storage & logistics

A pharmaceutical manufacturer was commissioning three new
57,000 L tanks that measured 6 m high x 3.5 m diameter.
Each tank required two mixing eductors with an integrated
insertion lance. To meet the exacting hygiene standards of the
manufacturing process, the eductor and lance required mirror
polishing internally and externally. The minimum required
surface finish specifications were 0.8 microns RA.
Specialised hygienic clamp fittings were also required to
prevent any bacterial build-up.
Tecpro Australia is a specialist engineering supplier that
works across a broad range of industries. It provides off-theshelf solutions as well as design, fabrication and consulting
expertise for customers requiring unique solutions such as the
ultra-hygienic, mirror polished eductors and insertion lances
for this project.
Tecpro Australia
www.tecpro.com.au
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Improving
surface
hygiene

©stock.adobe.com/au/jreika

at tofu production
facility

C

ornell University research has found spoilage and
foodborne illness could diminish by swiping the
surfaces in commercial food processing plants with
specially designed swabs.
The study, published in Applied and Environmental Microbiology, found the rapid-testing adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) swabs — which produce a light similar to the glow of
fireflies in the presence of microorganisms — can improve
the environmental hygiene of food-processing facilities.
22
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During food production, routine cleaning and surface
sanitation are keys to help prevent microbial contamination
in the end food products. Without such a sanitation regime,
food from processing plants can become more vulnerable to
spoilage, and people who eat that food may face greater risk
with illness or death from foodborne pathogens.
“Food scientists know that for processing plants, visual
inspection is not a reliable indicator of cleaning-protocol
success,” said Randy Worobo, professor of food science in
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS) and
faculty fellow at the Cornell Atkinson Center for Sustainability. “All food factory ‘ecosystems’ are prone to niches
where microorganisms can hang out or where food residues
can persist. We need to find them.”
Worobo and lead author Jonathan Sogin, a doctoral student
in food science, in partnership with 3M Food Safety microbiologists, spent nine months testing samples collected from
the processing environment in a commercial tofu manufacturing facility. The efficacy of an environmental monitoring
program was examined using the 3M Clean-Trace Hygiene
Monitoring and Management system for ATP monitoring, in
combination with 3M Petrifilm Plates, for microbiological
enumeration.
The team assembled a custom-designed plan to use an ATP
swab test to check dozens of critical points in the plant after
it had been cleaned. Following use, the ATP swab is placed
in a luminometer instrument, where the bioluminescence of
contaminants is detected.
The amount of light is transformed in the luminometer
to relative light units, where this value is displayed on the
instrument. If it exceeds a defined threshold value, the surface
would be considered dirty and may indicate that cleaning
operations were not performed properly.
Results show that targeted cleaning — demonstrated by
ATP monitoring and verified by further microbiological tests
— can improve the hygiene of food-processing facilities.
“If a plant supervisor is responsible for the cleaning
crew and the supervisor says, ‘That’s not clean enough’,
there might be an employee who thinks that the supervisor
is picking on them,” Worobo said. “Instead, if you have a
luminometer, like the 3M Clean-Trace system, that device
removes the bias so that the cleaning crew itself can see
the numbers. These methods become a quantitative way to
ensure that they’re doing a good job.”
ATP monitoring and microbiological enumeration can
verify and improve the efficacy of cleaning and sanitation
practices, which can have a positive impact not only for the
facility, but for product quality, Sogin said.
“This test can not only verify that the plant’s equipment
and food-contact surfaces are cleaned and sanitised before
starting food preparations, it can identify problematic situations. It helps you become a sleuth,” Worobo said. “But
as a standard, the industry should be using this method to
verify cleaning and sanitation programs. It’s key.”

www.foodprocessing.com.au

In a puff:
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clean compressed air solutions
From baked beans to chocolate custard,
tubes of toothpaste to bottled water, the
filling in meat pies to the icing on cakes —
all require a clean, high-quality, pressurecontrolled supply of compressed air.

E

ven something as simple as a puff of air into a
bag, so it can be filled with carrots, comes down
to compressed air production. These are just a
few examples, but for any supermarket product
line one can think of, an air compressor will be involved
at some — in fact multiple — stages of its life cycle. Fresh
food, frozen goods, dried, dehydrated, marinated and pickled, canned, bottled, vacuum sealed and more — these are
all functions that depend on an air compressor, humming
away in the background.

Making tea bags
Australian green tea company ITO EN Australia has recently
established a purpose-built manufacturing facility for pro24
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duction and packaging of its bagged green tea products, in
north-east Victoria. The facility depends entirely on oil-free
air compressors, with the key early design challenges being
the essential need for supply of clean, high-quality, oil-free
air. ITO EN Australia’s Manufacturing Coordinator, Rory
Brooksbank, explained: “Tea bags have to be manufactured
in a clean room environment, with all of the equipment associated with that manufacturing, producing clean dry air.”
The process starts with a small pyramid-shaped tea bag,
made from filtered material, that’s then filled with loose
tea. Air cylinders can be seen darting in every direction
to form the customised shape of the bag.
In addition to the compressors driving the pneumatics
in those machines, the company needs a reliable and safe
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Customised solutions
Jean-Philippe Leclercq is the Oil Free Air Specialist at
Sullair and has worked with a number of food and beverage manufacturers, like ITO EN Australia, throughout his

Sullair
www.sullair.com.au
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supply of nitrogen. “Nitrogen is produced outside, piped into
the production room, then into the machine,” Brooksbank
explained. “Inert nitrogen is injected into the tea bags for
sterilisation. The nitrogen creates an oxygen-free environment in the bag, to prevent the green tea’s deterioration, as
well as preventing bacterial growth.” The sterile tea bags
are mechanically moved along the production line, placed
and sealed with nitrogen into an envelope, sorted into 20unit groups and packed into boxes.

career. He is all too aware that customising the air compressor solutions to the unique needs of the product and
its specific production cycle is pivotal. “In a factory you
have the compressing side, then the filling, then the packing side — all of which require compressed air, at different
pressures, for different purposes,” Leclercq said.
This is especially the case when it comes to oil-free
air supply. Though Australian food standards regulations
don’t specify a legal need for oil-free equipment in food
manufacturing, this is not the case in some other countries,
with international standards determining specifics around
purity and contaminant levels (ISO 8573-1:2010). Broadly
speaking, food safety regulations require that if a material
is deemed as hazardous, an acceptable level of that material
is predetermined as allowable (based on rigorous scientific
testing and data). That being the case, it must be assumed
then that until regulations in Australia around air quality
in food manufacturing are developed, the acceptable oil
level content must be 0%.
“Oil-free air supply is crucial,” said Leclercq, “because
99% of the time in the food production cycle, the air comes
into contact with the product.” With oil-injected equipment
— even with adequate filtration barriers in place — the
chance of oil contamination is still present. Where ingestible products are concerned, this is a risk that no food
manufacturer should be willing to take. As well as being
a health and safety issue, the impact to a company and its
brand could be disastrous.
Since the events of 2020, companies are now having
to re-evaluate everything about the way they do business
— from staffing to health and safety, production cycles
to equipment and especially now, whether their current
products and markets are even still viable to them. The
issue of product safety has come under serious consideration — particularly for those wanting to grow the export
side of their business. Understanding what the international
standards are and how they are different to the Australian industry will be the key. In many countries, standards
around oil-free status are strictly enforced and products
that are produced on oil-injected equipment may not be
approved for import.
Understanding the intricacies of the compressor’s function
and applications — the right pressure, the specific air flow
and the air quality — and the unique needs of the client
is key to designing the right solution fit for purpose, for
each individual case. “Air compressors are like the lungs
for the business,” Leclercq said. “With compressed air, you
really rely on the supplier to technically support you.” In a
great partnership between the end user and the compressed
air supplier, the application of experience and specialist
knowledge makes all the difference.

Optical sorter for
nut and dried fruit
processing industry
TOMRA Food is launching the TOMRA 5C,
an optical sorter for the nut and dried fruit
processing industry, into the Oceanian market
following pre-launch validation testing and
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positive feedback in California.
The optical sorter combines enhanced sensors with machine learning and big-data analysis to ensure foreign
material removal. Using the device, operators can view a clear picture of each and every individual product and
item of foreign material.
The platform is designed to help nut processors — particularly those handling almonds, walnuts, pistachios and hazelnuts — detect and eject specific types of defects. It has capabilities to see and analyse defects, detecting even the
smallest imperfections, such as insect damage, due to its highresolution lasers. The sensor design also allows clear visualisation and precise colour sorting.
The easy-to-use machine has been engineered to examine
mass quantities of nuts and dried fruit, reducing the need for
additional labour while maximising product output. Benefits
include minimising handling, reprocessing and labour costs.
TOMRA Insight, the cloud-based data analysis platform
connected to the TOMRA 5C, allows processors to access
actionable data that can be used to make informed business
decisions.
TOMRA Sorting Solutions Pty Ltd
www.tomra.com

Decentralised compact inverter
NORDAC ON was developed to meet the requirements of horizontal

App for splice press on
conveyor belts

conveyor technology in the field of warehousing.

The Flexco Europe Novitool Aero is

The compact and smart inverter is for decentralised use. It is

an easy-to-use and fast assem-

directly mounted on the drive housing and covers lower power

bly system for conveyor belts.

ranges of up to 1.0 kW.

The Aero Connectivity mobile
The plans in place include

app displays an overview of

two versions with three sizes

all the cycle data of the belt

each: NORDAC ON was de-

connections. Users can then

signed for use with asynchro-

evaluate the results and optimise

nous motors, whereas NOR-

the processes.

DAC ON+ is intended for

Novitool Aero can be used for splicing

combination with synchronous

thermoplastic belt materials such as PVC

motors and supplements the

and polyurethane, which are used in the

NORD high-efficiency portfolio around the IE5+ motor generation.

food industry and other applications. Belts

Both inverter versions have an integrated Ethernet interface and

are securely spliced in just 7–12 min, de-

are equipped for integration into modern automation systems. The

pending on the material. This is ensured by

required protocol can be easily set via parameters, whether it’s

the built-in fans that quickly cool the belt

for PROFINET, EtherNet/IP or EtherCAT.

after the welding process.

NORD Drivesystems (Aust) Pty Ltd

Flexco (Aust) Pty Ltd

www.nord.com

www.flexco.com.au
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VISION
THE NEW
DIMENSION
IN GLUING

Ready for the next step? Then take advantage of Vision’s
Smart Terminal and FlexPort. The energy-efficient processing
of hot-melt adhesive also reduces your operating costs.
www.vision.robatech.com

Scan QR code and
get to know Vision better

CASE STUDY
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Peroni beer uses blockchain traceability

Birra Peroni, the Italian beer company part of Asahi Group,
is using EY OpsChain Traceability to tokenise its beer goods
using non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on the Ethereum public
blockchain.
An NFT is basically a unique non-interchangeable digital
footprint of an asset, which can be stored on a digital
ledger called a blockchain. The NFT thus provides a digital
authentication of the identity of an asset and can be used
for variety of assets including artworks, photos, as well as
food products such as meat, seafood and now beer.
Using the EY blockchain as-a-service offering on
blockchain.ey.com, each batch of the Birra Peroni beer is
minted with unique non-fungible tokens (NFTs), which
enables greater visibility and efficiency across the company’s
supply chain.
Federico Sannella, Corporate Affairs Director, Birra
Peroni, said: “For Birra Peroni, the bond with the
agricultural supply chain and the quality of our 100% madein-Italy malt are fundamental strategic assets. We believe
that sustainability is deeply related to the respect for the
raw material, and we wanted to bring this value alive to our
consumers, allowing them to follow the journey of the malt
from the field to the bottle. With EY OpsChain Traceability,
we have found the ideal platform to carry out this important
project. This is a major step forward in our commitment to
bring visibility and transparency to our supply chain for
both consumers and supply chain partners.”
The traceability solution includes the ability to develop
complex multi-stop supply chains, direct enterprise
resource planning (ERP) integration through application
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programming interfaces and the ability to invite and
collaborate with business partners. It is designed to address
operational efficiencies and transparency.
Paul Brody, EY Global Blockchain Leader, said: “With
EY OpsChain Traceability, we make it easy for enterprises
to set up their operations and make the entire Ethereum
blockchain an extension of their ERP environment. EY teams
are committed not just to enabling business processes on the
Ethereum blockchain, but to making the inputs and outputs
properly tokenised and transactable. We envision a future
where everything from inventory to purchase orders to
invoices can be tokenised and integrated into a decentralised
finance and business operations ecosystem.”
The Birra Peroni traceability project included the
participation of the pOsti srl start-up, which helped improve
the user experience through supply chain assessment,
landing page and multimedia components creation.
Virgilio Maretto, CEO of pOsti srl, said: “A fully
automated traceability process was implemented, starting
with the acquisition of the information, its registration on
the blockchain, and the processing and presentation on the
landing page of significant data from the 100% Italian malt
supply chain. With the help of innovative technologies,
we created a highly customised landing page, offering an
immersive and tailor-made customer experience. We expect
that this Birra Peroni project becomes a best practice for
companies that want to promote supply chain transparency
through a process of traceability.”
EY
www.ey.com
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FUTURE PROOF YOUR
BUSINESS WITH ENMIN
ELECTROMAGNETIC
VIBRATORY EQUIPMENT.

Whether you need replacement drives and
controllers, or want to upgrade your existing units
to improve production line efficiency and minimise
the chance of production disruption, Enmin has
the solution.
Designed specifically for the food industry, Enmin’s

HE (high efficiency) drives are designed to provide
years of trouble-free operation with minimal
moving parts, next to no on-going maintenance
and low energy consumption. Likewise our stateof-the-art controllers enable high speed filling
coupled with pinpoint accuracy.

T: +61 3 9800 6777

| W: enmin.com.au

Thinking about your
bulk handling, storage & logistics

supply chain
solutions
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Paul Eastwood, CEO and Founder of Pollen Consulting Group

T

he world is changing at a pace like no other; supply
chains are too.
Before you decide to change, check it has longevity
and isn’t a knee-jerk reaction to a short-term spike.

Is this the future?
Holding more stock due to your long supply chain drives a
bigger warehouse, but in the long term, is the better strategy
to onshore or shorten the chain? Perhaps adopting technology
to be smarter on replenishment and optimum stock levels is
the solution.
Think carefully before laying down your footprint, as it’s pretty
hard to unpick a 10-year lease. If you are planning short term,
then get innovative with your solutions. Airbnb showed that we
could use someone else’s space for a short-term solution; applying this concept in the warehouse world could be your answer.
If you are reading this as a business that has seen volume drop, consider that you may be the solution to your
neighbour’s problem.
30
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Start from perfect but recognise what is ‘good
enough’
So, you are through the first hurdle, and it’s time to turn up
the heat on your new supply chain. What should you do?
Firstly, remember that the word ‘chain’ is incredibly important. Every element is connected, and you cannot consider
a section without considering the whole. Don’t be afraid to
put costs in to take out greater costs.
Consider the costs of others; your suppliers, your customers
and how you could put costs into your business that reduce
costs or vice versa. A great example is stock; the best place
to hold stock is as close to the customer as economically
possible. We often see multiple stock locations that have
buffer stocks just to ensure they replenish the next buffer.
Finally, start with perfect and work backwards. If you had
a blank canvas and your volume tomorrow, what would you
do? Once this is established, map the art of the possible in
moving towards this.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Automation is the future, but is it your tomorrow?
If you are going to buy a fully automated solution,
specification is critical.

Consider blending solutions and, most importantly, model your
design using real numbers and proper maths. Using a digital twin
and simulating the real-world volume and constraints will give
you confidence before you sink $40m when $25m would do.

Gatekeeper turned poacher

Use science, brains and logic. What you change now will be the
solution for the future so consider the implications and risks on
the changing world. Will your solutions be flexible in responding
whilst being lean and a competitive advantage for tomorrow?
Automation is the future, but is it your tomorrow? If you are
going to buy a fully automated solution, specification is critical.
Under-spec it, and you risk buying a ‘dud’ from day one. Overspec it, and the business case might not stack up.
Most importantly, you might have over-capitalised. Most
businesses, therefore, play too safe and overspend.
We have seen multi-million-dollar projects where the specification and design are based on a rudimental calculation to work
out the depth of racking and the number of robots based on safe
averages. That business now has an automated warehouse that
is running at about 60% utilisation yet has some products that
will not work and are stored in a 3PL. Be flexible in design.

Pollen Consulting Group
www.pollenconsultinggroup.com
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Know your onions — my favourite English term

Make sure the partners you choose are working in your best
interests. Are they willing to advise the best solution, or are
they incentivised on selling you the new and shiny? Build for
what you need now and next, not for 10 years — no matter the
cost reduction. Countless times we see businesses invest ‘now’,
believing it will cost less in a fancy cashflow model; these are
often built on either aspirational growth curves or, more importantly, because money is cheap.
What you do need to consider is futureproofing the growth
opportunity.
Land is sensible, but an oversized shed or automation solution is not; these things are modular and can easily be extended.
Deploying capital now that doesn’t start payback until year five
is just silly. Think about deploying that capital on a payback
three-year project that starts tomorrow and by the time you get
to year five, you will have raised the cash entirely to fund that
extension — basically for free, even if it costs 20% premium.

Suction end effector range
The Piab MX suction cups end effector range is designed
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for industrial robots.
The suction cups can pick up various objects primar-

In-vehicle panel PC

ily for the logistics, warehousing, e-commerce and re-

Aplex’s APC-3072 in-vehicle panel PC series is powered by Intel

cycling industries. They can work across multiple ap-

Celeron N2930 and Freescale i.MX6 processors. It features a rugged

plications such as bin picking, order fulfilment, box

but also lightweight construction design and various mounting ways

depalletising and parcel sorting.

so that it can be installed on engineering vehicles and forklifts for a
variety of warehouse environment applications.

The multi-purpose, energy-efficient suction cup has
good gripping capabilities on many surfaces and ma-

The product offers a wide operating temperature and a sunlight-

terials. It has the ability to create a hard seal when

readable solution for semi-outdoor applications. It is equipped with

using a low-vacuum flow, which contributes to a more

IP66 and M12 connectors which can be connected to I/O ports and

sustainable energy output.

cables to protect the panel PC from dust and water ingress.

Available in five sizes: 35, 42, 50, 57 and 65 mm in

The panel comes with wireless connectivity, including Wi-Fi, Blue-

diameter, the suction cups are compatible with Piab’s

tooth, LTE network functions and so on. Data can be transmitted in

piGRIP fitting program, allowing for fitting options tailored

real time for tracking inventories, allowing for increased operation

to application needs. For extra safety and robustness,

accuracy. The GPS can also track the location of forklifts to help

users can opt for aluminium clamp fittings.

manage vehicles in the field.

The device is suitable for handling

To decrease the damage from the computer suddenly shutting

pouches, cardboard boxes, recycled

down, ACC control features the function of power on/off delay to

objects and difficult-to-grasp bags, such

prevent hardware damage and software crash.

as thin bags, and more.

Backplane Systems Technology Pty Ltd

Piab

www.backplane.com.au

www.piab.com

Contact tracing device
Contact Harald is a contact tracing solution designed to allow a business to quickly manage infections and
prevent a full business closure if a staff member becomes unwell. The technology is suitable for facilities,
such as meat processing facilities and abattoirs, that want to ensure employees are tested for COVID-19
regardless of whether they show symptoms.
Using wearable, standalone card technology and operating on low-energy Bluetooth technology, Contact
Harald can be used to manage staff’s health by recording card-to-card interactions within a defined facility.
The technology can determine when two people have been in close proximity of each other within certain
set time limits, allowing for easier, faster detection.
Should an individual become unwell, the data stored on the card issued to them while onsite is flagged
within the system, automatically matching data to other cards active in the worksite active at the same time.
This allows businesses to manage potential health risks and immediately identify and alert staff to take
swift action to isolate, get tested and better manage the health of their own immediate contacts outside of
the business.
According to the company, confidentiality was a key focus in the development of the card technology and
to ensure privacy, no personal information is stored on a card.
Contact Harald
www.contactharald.com
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Independent cart technology —
Flexible design and quick change
Independent cart technology is a new
approach to linear motors. Traditional
conveyors rely on gears, chains and belts.
Independent cart technology uses magnets
to precisely control motion with frictionless
propulsion! The result is fewer parts to worry
about, reduced energy consumption and the
ability to quickly start and stop loads without
losing control or putting wear on parts.
Our curved or straight sections of track
can be combined in endless combinations
to suit your design and space requirements.
Once built, changeovers can be as simple
as selecting a different software-configured
move profile.
Each cart in the system is its own
intelligently controlled axis of motion. That
means that the carts can speed up or slow
down based on where other carts are in
the system. The system also tracks what
each cart is moving, so there’s no need to
slow down for sortation. Resulting in fewer
bottlenecks and increased output.
All our motors and carts are IP65-rated or
higher and modular, which makes them a
great choice for a wide range of applications.
They can be purchased as a customised, fully
assembled unit, as individual components or
as a mix of custom and standard parts.

High level control options

The definitive solution for diverse sectors

iTRAK

Independent
cart
technology
offers
flexibility, scalability, and ease of use, and
also minimises power draw compared to
conventional conveyor systems since only
those coils required to support cart motion
are powered. Factory automation applications
using belt and chain conveyor systems,
hydraulic actuators, and lead screw drives are
a few examples where linear motors could
produce the required action, serving as an
alternative to these mechanically dependent
devices.
These are five sectors where linear motor
technology is proving to make a definable
difference:
1. Life sciences
2. Consumer packaged goods
3. Food and beverage
4. Household & personal care
5. Material handling
For more information, visit https://www.
rockwellautomation.com/en-au/products/
hardware/independent-cart-technology.html

With iTRAK, each cart is an axis of motion,
enabling high level control that allows every
cart to be synchronised to an external axis
such as a robot or a cam. A benefit of this
approach is that each cart can be individually
controlled to be in a specific location on the
track at a specified time at all times. This not
only enables camming to an external system
or device, but also enables adjacent carts to
change their relative spacing in a coordinated
manner to support folding or compacting type
applications.

MagneMotion
MagneMotion’s high-level control system
also supports axis-based cart motion using
our SYNC-enabled motors and Allen-Bradley®
ControlLogix® controllers and motion profiles.
MagneMotion also provides a ‘fire and
forget’ mode, ideal for complex tracks having
multiple lanes and topologies where carts
need to move from one station or location to
the next. The control system manages the
paths and flow of carts to avoid collisions.
The ability to merge both operating modes
provides maximum flexibility to minimise the
customer’s PLC host interface.

Rockwell Automation Australia
www.rockwellautomation.com/en-au

Ingredient batching controls
Sterling Systems & Controls has introduced its automation application module for the batching of solids and
liquids, such as for ingredient batching in feed, recipe

Robotic cartoner

batching in baking and food, and many other industrial

bulk handling, storage & logistics

Syntegon has expanded its secondary packaging portfolio with the Sigpack
TTMD. The machine combines core technologies of the TTM platform with
one or more seamlessly integrated Delta robot cells.

applications.
Batching systems are known as micro, minor, major
and bulk systems. The Sterling Systems BatchPro-SA

The machine’s camera-based vision control system detects products on

batching automation and control application is designed

the infeed belt. The delta robots pick single or multiple products arriving in

to eliminate error, ensure lot and material traceability,

random order and place them in cartons, trays or other containers accord-

and optimise throughput and profitability.

ing to specifications. To enable additional packaging flexibility, the topload

Remote supervisory control using another software

cartoner can also simultaneously pack different products from several infeed

app, WebCentral from Sterling Systems, allows for easy-

processes. It uses the tool-less format changeover concept from the TTM

to-use, browser-based operation; report generation and

platform, enabling a vertical restart after each format change.

exporting of data to integrate with corporate ERP systems

Each cartoning machine can be equipped with one or more Delta robot

is available.

cells. A camera-based vision system detects the position of the individual

Safety of animal feed, pet food and foodstuffs for

products on the infeed belt. The pick rate of the delta robots depends much

human consumption is of paramount importance and

on the product. Typically it’s between 60 and 90 products/min and can go

ingredient material traceability with simple-to-compre-

up to as many as 120 products/min.

hensive lot tracking tools and batch validation will help

Following the single- or multi-pick process, the robotic arms pick the

users meet safety standards and requirements (barcode

products from the belt and place them in the cartons either in a flat or on-

and RFID scanning systems can be provided).

edge position. The process is organised according to the counterflow

Sterling Systems and Controls Inc

principle: the cartons move in the opposite direction to the product. This

www.sterlingcontrols.com

reduces the reject rate and makes sure that each carton is filled correctly.
The Delta robots can track on the infeed conveyor and the carton transport,
which allows the products to be continuously loaded into the cartons.
The Sigpack TTMD consists of a TTM1 or TTM2 topload cartoner for
forming and closing. It has a maximum output rate of 150 cartons/min.
Since products from several process sources can be fed into the TTMD,
a selection of different products, such as small bags containing different
snacks, can be packed into one carton.
Syntegon Technology Singapore Pte. Ltd
www.syntegon.com

Industrial smart glove
Thread In Motion’s Glogi smart glove is developed to serve the logistics
processes of all sectors, especially operations such as warehouse, goods
entry-exit, goods counting, cross-docking, picking and sorting.
The glove recognises products and locations with its camera and barcode
reader enabling employees to perform error-free transactions with haptic
feedback mechanisms.
Working hands-free, integrated with warehouse management and monitoring systems, the product can help to speed up operations.
It is designed to make business processes more ergonomic, faster and
traceable with lower error rate.
Thread In Motion
www.threadinmotion.com
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CASE STUDY
Meat facility rebuild

Multishuttle Meat Buffer and AS/RS allows for the transfer of
product cartons between aisles without the use of a traditional
conveyor system, which is designed to increase overall flexibility
and system throughput within the facility.
“With the current flood of demand for local product, this
solution will improve Thomas Foods International’s in-house
operations by providing a high-performance order fulfilment
and despatch processing system,” said Soeren Schauki, Business
Development Manager at Dematic. “Even after the devastation of
losing its previous facility, Thomas Foods International’s ambition
to transform the new facility has positioned them as a leader for
innovation in the industry, now with a self-sufficient, sustainable
and resilient supply chain.”
Construction and commissioning of the first stage of the new
plant is expected to be a 24-month process with the build reaching
completion in late 2022.
Dematic Pty Ltd
www.dematic.com.au
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Thomas Foods International (TFI) is set to deploy the Dematic
Multishuttle Meat Buffer and Pallet Automated Storage and
Retrieval System (AS/RS) at its new meat processing facility in
Murray Bridge, South Australia.
After its original processing plant in Murray Bridge was
destroyed by fire in 2018, TFI made a commitment to rebuild
the plant “bigger, better and stronger”. Located just 8 km from
the original site, the new flagship facility, currently under
construction, will offer a futureproof, fully optimised supply
chain to service local and global demand for decades to come.
As part of its plans to build the new facility to the highest
industry standards in technology, efficiency, animal welfare,
worker safety and environmental sustainability, TFI has partnered
with Dematic to deploy its Multishuttle Meat Buffer and Pallet
AS/RS. The automated solution is designed to streamline
operations and facilitate the start of an advanced, self-sufficient
local supply chain.
“Our new Murray Bridge facility has been designed with
a focus on efficiency and sustainability of which Dematic’s
advanced automation technology is a key component,” said Nekta
Nicolaou, Group Engineering Manager at TFI.
With its capabilities to accommodate the meat industry —
operating in both frozen and chilled environments — the Dematic

tackles fruit
harvesting shortage

A

utonomous robotic technology developed by Monash
University researchers has the potential to become the
‘apple of my eye’ for Australia’s food industry as it
deals with labour shortages and increased demand
for fresh produce.
The research team led by Dr Chao Chen developed an autonomous harvesting robot capable of identifying, picking and
depositing apples in as little as seven seconds at full capacity.
Following extensive trials in February and March at Fankhauser
Apples in Drouin, Victoria, the robot could harvest more than
85% of all reachable apples in the canopy as identified by its
vision system.
Of all apples harvested, less than 6% were damaged due to
stem removal. Apples without stems can still be sold but don’t
necessarily fit the cosmetic guidelines of some retailers.
With the robot limited to half its maximum speed, the median
harvest rate was 12.6 seconds per apple. In streamlined pick-anddrop scenarios, the cycle time reduced to roughly nine seconds.
Using the robot’s capacity speed, individual apple harvesting
time can drop to as little as seven seconds.
“Our developed vision system can not only positively identify
apples in a tree within its range in an outdoors orchard environment by means of deep learning, but also identify and categorise
obstacles, such as leaves and branches, to calculate the optimum
trajectory for apple extraction,” said Dr Chen, the Director of
Laboratory of Motion Generation and Analysis (LMGA).
While a promising technology for the agricultural industry,
automatic harvesting robots pose challenges for fruit and vegetable growers.
Robotic harvesting of fruit and vegetables requires the vision
system to detect and localise the produce. To increase the success
rate and reduce the damage of produce during the harvesting
process, information on the shape, stem-branch joint location
and orientation are also required.
To counter this problem, researchers created a motionplanning algorithm featuring fast generation of collision-free
36
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trajectories to minimise processing and travel times between
apples, reducing harvesting
time and maximising the
number of apples that can be
harvested at a single location.
The robot’s vision system
can identify more than 90% of
all visible apples seen within the
camera’s view from a distance of approximately
1.2 metres. The system can work in all types of lighting and
weather conditions, including intense sunlight and rain, and
takes less than 200 milliseconds to process the image of an apple.
“We also implemented a ‘path-planning’ algorithm that was
able to generate collision-free trajectories for more than 95% of
all reachable apples in the canopy. It takes just eight seconds
to plan the entire trajectory for the robot to grasp and deposit
an apple,” Dr Chen said.
The researcher said the robot grasps apples with a specially
designed, pneumatically powered, soft gripper with four independently actuated fingers and a suction system that grasps and
extracts apples efficiently while minimising damage to the fruit
and the tree itself.
“In addition, the suction system draws the apple from the
canopy into the gripper, reducing the need for the gripper to
reach into the canopy and potentially damaging its surroundings.
The gripper can extract more than 85% of all apples from the
canopy that were planned for harvesting,” he said.
Dr Chen said the system can address the challenges of solving
the current labour shortage in Australia’s agricultural sector, the
future food crisis as the population grows and decreased arable
land. He said technological advances could also help increase
the productivity of fruit and attract younger people to working
on farms with this technology.
Monash University
www.monash.edu
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NEWS

Matthews launches fresh produce barcoding
solution
Around 18 months ago, Matthews began working collaboratively with Woolworths
Group Supply Chain and GS1 Australia to identify supply-chain points for improvement
and resolve coding and labelling errors for fresh produce. The company used its nonproprietary software to develop iDSnet Cloud, a simple-to-use, cloud-based printing
tool that generates and prints carton, crate and SSCC labels. It has now launched the
solution for Australia’s fresh produce sector
Mark Dingley, Matthews CEO, said the company was proud of the new launch and
said importantly, the iDSnet Cloud software is free.
“SSCC & GTIN barcoding into DCs is the number one non-compliance issue today
for the major retailers. This is extremely costly to Australian industry, so we made
the decision to make iDSnet Cloud an industry-wide carton and pallet barcode label
printing software solution for free.”
Mark Dingley said the solution had been specifically designed for fresh produce
manufacturers supplying into Woolworths, with the retailer’s new tray and carton label
format supported along with SSCC Pallet labelling.
“However, we realised what iDSnet Cloud could achieve was so important, that
any Australian manufacturer will be able to use the tool online for free for standard
carton GTIN and SSCC pallet barcoding requirements.”
For more details about the software, visit:
https://www.matthews.com.au/idsnet-cloud.

Capilano’s new easypour pouch packaging
Australian honey maker Capilano is
shaking up the honey shelves with its
new easy-pour pouch packaging.
The 700 g Easy Pour Eco Pouch uses
60% less plastic than Capilano’s 500 g
upside-down squeeze pack and features
a thin, squeezable shell with convenient
spout.
Ryan d’Almeida, CEO of Capilano
owner Hive + Wellness, said: “We’re
really excited about this new packaging,
a first of its kind in the honey category in
Australia. Cooks especially will love it,
as it not only minimises any sticky mess, it also prevents honey wastage as you
can squeeze out every last drop. And if it’s honey-saving, it’s money-saving too.”
Capilano is seeing an increasing number of shoppers choose honey as a healthy
alternative to sugar, d’Almeida said, and the Easy Pour spout in the Eco Pouch is
designed to make this switch easier.
The Eco Pouch, with its reduced plastic use, also reflects Capilano’s
commitment to reducing environmental impacts. The packaging requires less
energy to manufacture and transport, is completely BPA free, and is 100%
recyclable through REDcycle.
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Aussie partnership
develops sustainable
sparkling bottle
Endeavour Group’s wine bottling and
packaging arm Vinpac International has
partnered with Australian glass packaging
company Orora to create a sustainable
750 mL sparkling bottle in an effort to
reduce waste.
Developed in South Australia, the bottle
weighs 580 g, which is 100 g less than a
standard sparkling wine bottle (equating
to an approximate 15% total reduction
in weight).
The bottle retains the same look and feel
as a standard 750 mL sparkling bottle, which
means there is no need to change labelling
or other packaging elements.
Although red, white and rose wine bottles
have been available in lightweight options
for some time, sparkling wine is traditionally
bottled in heavier, more premium packaging.
“ To h a v e a n A u s t r a l i a n - m a d e
innovative sustainable packaging option
for our customers is important to us. By
collaborating with Orora to produce a lighter
weight sparkling bottle solution that will
provide a combination of commercial and
environmental benefits for our customers is
really exciting,” said Vinpac International
Commercial Manager James Vallance.
The sustainable bottle has been welcomed
by Pinnacle Drinks, the supplier arm of
Endeavour Group. Pinnacle Drinks is
now releasing a number of brands in the
lightweight sparkling bottle, including the
Minchinbury sparkling range.

Sustainable, coated
lidding film
Heat seal coating specialist Sappi Rockwell Solutions has developed a sustainable, multi-substrate,
heat sealing lidding film.
Developed and manufactured in-house, Starlid
GPE-CL is an extrusion coated lidding film specifically formulated and processed on Sappi

PACKAGING & LABELLING

Rockwell’s solvent-free coating line.
The coating can be applied onto any film including those with post-consumer recycled (PCR)
content. The company currently coats up to 60%
PCR film, which is compatible with all tray types,
including 100% rPET trays.
Options for film include high-clarity anti-fog for
optimised transparency and good oxygen and
moisture vapour transmission rate barriers to
increase product shelf life.
The film can seal to all types of food packaging trays, including PP, paperboard and all PET
variants. It is suitable for all types of food products including dairy, convenience, meat, fruit and
vegetables. Food-contact approved, it can be
used for freezer, chiller, microwave and ovenable

Recyclable packaging for the fresh
food sector
Klockner Pentaplast (kp) makes sustainable and recyclable packaging for the fresh food sector.
With a site in Melbourne, the company has extruding and
thermoforming equipment with super-cleaning technology for PET
packaging, made using post-consumer recycled PET. With five
years of BRC AA Standard Accreditation, it is a leader at closing
the loop on plastic packaging.
Suitable for food retailers across Australia, as well as the grow-

applications.

ing food-to-go sector, kp creates rigid films for form, fill and seal

Sappi Rockwell Solutions

applications and food trays. The products are designed to improve

www.rockwellsolutions.com

safety and extend shelf life to help reduce food waste.
The kp Elite range of modified atmosphere packaging (MAP)
trays is designed to meet the highest criteria of the Australian
Packaging Covenant Organisation Ltd (APCO) for recyclability and
full circularity.
The kp products are optimised for recycled content, downgauging, sealing efficiencies in speed and temperature, and recyclability to reduce the impact of packaging on the environment.
Klockner Pentaplast (Australia) Pty Ltd
www.kpfilms.com
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Survey on
tethered
caps:

T

ethered caps — ie, closures that stay connected to
the bottle when opened and used — will become an
everyday part of life for consumers in the EU starting
in July 2024. Sidel carried out a survey to get a better
understanding of consumers’ environmental perceptions, their
requirements for closures in general and their opinions about
these new tethered caps. Results show that although participants
agree that tethered caps contribute to a greener perception of
plastic bottles, a cap should mainly guarantee product safety
and user-friendliness.

Background
The European Union passed a directive in 2019 on single-use
plastics (SUP) that aims to reduce the volume and impact of
certain plastic products on the environment as well as promote
the transition to a circular economy within the EU. The SUP
directive sets clear targets to implement mandatory tethered caps
for all beverage containers up to 3 L by 2024 as well as at least
25% rPET content in plastic containers and a collection rate of
77% for all single-use plastic beverage containers by 2025. The
circular economy concept is not only an EU initiative, but also
part of worldwide momentum in this direction.

The survey
From June to September 2020, more than 3200 adult Europeans
participated in a survey on tethered caps performed by Ales
Research on behalf of Sidel. Through online interviews and in
focus groups, consumers assessed the appeal, functionality and
environmental impact of tethered caps, by expressing their environmental concerns and attitudes, overall beverage packaging
requirements, visual expectations as well as their perspectives
on tethered caps’ usability when pouring and drinking from the
bottle and reclosing the cap. Sidel’s objective was to understand
consumer acceptance of the new tethered caps and thus proactively support its customers in converting to tethered caps to
comply with the new regulation and to ensure the success of
their new packaging in the marketplace.

The results
The survey results show that 87% of participants agree that
plastic pollution harms the environment and that caps are a
part of it. Meanwhile, 67% of consumers are convinced that
changing their own behaviour in terms of waste sorting and
reduction can make a difference for a greener environment.
Interestingly, 45% of panellists realise tethered caps reduce

the risk of cap loss because they remain attached to the bottle,
therefore keeping them from getting dirty or lost. Only a minority of respondents (26%) believe that tethered caps will really
help reduce plastic littering.
“Consumers have a very practical attitude towards bottle
closures. As we can see, they are primarily concerned about
product safety and user-friendliness, seeking evidence to tell
whether the cap has been opened or not before they use the
beverage or how easily they can close it. Additionally, cap tightness is crucial to avoid unnecessary spills,” explained Simone
Pisani, Director Portfolio Value Creation at Sidel. According to
the results, the usability of the cap itself, ie, how easily the cap
can be opened, how easy it is to pour from or drink from the
bottle, comes immediately after in terms of importance. And the
last preference criteria are cap attractiveness, child safety and
how easily the bottle and cap can be recycled. “This perception may change in the future once consumers become more
conscious of the environmental benefits tethered caps provide,”
Pisani commented.
During the survey, consumers were also asked to compare
existing screw caps with some tethered cap prototypes — snapon and tethered screw caps, which are going to be introduced
on the EU market — and also with existing sport caps. The
survey results demonstrate that there is no solution that satisfies
all needs: consumers’ first impression of snap-on caps is that
the design is quite disruptive and they were surprised about
the initial experience. Once they get used to it, they appreciate
that it is very easy to open with one hand. Tethered screw caps
were found to interfere with the lips and nose while drinking.
Sport caps can be difficult to open, and their design makes it
naturally difficult to pour the product into a cup or glass.
“Nevertheless, tethered screw caps, snap-on caps and sport
caps show higher purchase intention than existing screw caps,
since their opening is as easy and smooth as for the current
solutions. Snap-on caps are particularly appreciated because
they can be opened with just one hand,” Pisani added. Also,
they are perceived as an environmental improvement. But ultimately, consumers very much appreciate that the tethered caps
remain connected with the bottle, as this keeps them cleaner
and reduces the chances of loss.
It is now in companies’ hands to transform the regulations
into business opportunities.
Sidel Oceania Pty Ltd
www.sidel.com
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a greener alternative
or not?

Mushroom
packaging:
PACKAGING & LABELLING

biodegradable
alternative to
polystyrene
Jordan Flagal*

Demand has grown for a viable and cost-efficient alternative, one that is free of all the problematic environmental
issues — mycelium could provide a solution.

What is mycelium?
Mycelium is the root-like structures that extend out of fungi
and underneath the outer layer of the cap. However, the
product called mycelium is a bio-engineered form of hyphae
that is made from agricultural waste mixed with these rootlike structures as binding agents.
In practice, mycelium can be used to create a variety of
things, from organic plastics to scaffolding that can be used
to grow organs — though its most common and useful commercial application is in the form of packaging.
Mycelium foam can be used in the same manner as polystyrene foam. The mycelium forms a foam-like material that
insulates reasonably well. Fungus-derived Greensulate will
char, but won’t melt and ignite like polystyrene insulation.
It is lightweight, easy to mould and easy to produce — all
of which are favourable traits for materials used in packaging. It is also these characteristics that allow mycelium to
be cost-competitive with polystyrene foam, which has long
been an inexpensive and dependable material used in all
aspects of throughput materials delivery.

What is the production process?

How can mushrooms be an ally in creating a biodegradable
alternative to polystyrene?

P

olystyrene foam has served the world dutifully since
its invention in the 1940s, allowing for countless
advancements to take place by providing everything
from cushioning for packages to floatation devices
that help save lives. As a material, it is incredible. But its
impact on the environment is troubling: the finished material
can take thousands of years, and perhaps longer, to biodegrade.
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Mycelium is a mix of agricultural waste bound with mycelium structures. Several types of waste can be used in this
process, from hemp to wood chips to psyllium husks. The
materials are grown together into a desirable shape over a
short time, sometimes in as little as a week.
Mycelium’s fast-growing fibres produce materials used for
packaging, clothing, food and construction — everything from
leather to plant-based steak to scaffolding for growing organs.
This is the base material for most mycelium products,
known as the foam. Mycelium foam can be used for applications as far-ranging as textiles and cosmetics or kept in its
more basic and common state for packaging.
Mycelium is the vegetative part of a fungus or fungus-like
bacterial colony, consisting of a mass of branching, threadlike hyphae. On the technical side, creating the foam begins
with mixing agricultural waste with mycelium hyphae. This
mixture is put in moulds of any desired capacity and placed
in the dark, where it grows for about a week. The fungi are
left to feed on the agricultural waste.
As it moves through the mixture, it forms a network of
tiny white fibres throughout the substrate. This eventually
fills all the available space and forms a solid structure:
mycelium foam. The foam is then removed from the mould
and dried to stop the mycelium from growing and producing
mushrooms or spores. From here, the foam can be used as
packaging material or further fabricated to make everything
from handbags to faux-leather jackets.

Properties
Mycelium foam is biodegradable, easily shaped, lightweight
and strong. It does not have the same lifespan as polystyrene
foam, which is good for the environment but not necessarily
good if you’re looking for something to last decades.
For its most common use, biodegradability is a critical
property. Lightweight and strength are also very desirable
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In practice, mycelium can be used to
create a variety of things… though its
most common and useful commercial application
is in the form of packaging.

Applications
Packaging is the main application, but, as mentioned above,
there are many more uses for mycelium, from organ scaffolding to furniture. Standing in for polystyrene foam is arguably
its best use, though, as disposable padding is better for the
environment if it is biodegradable.
It is also the simplest form of production: mycelium foam
is the base material used for all mycelium products, and it
does not need to be altered at all to be used as packaging.
Organic plastics are another application for similar reasons. It takes a bit more production to create plastic-type

materials because this requires additional processing after
the base foam has been created, similar to textiles or shoes.
Still, the benefits and practical applications make it
worthwhile. It can be made just as convenient and useful
as petroleum-based plastic, with similar pliability and shortterm durability, except that it will break down naturally.
A recent study published in Science Advances found that
humans have produced 8300 million metric tons of plastic
to date, which is 25,000 times the weight of the Empire
State Building — and all of it will not biodegrade into the
global ecosystem.
While it does have a range of product applications as well,
the primary purpose of mycelium is to provide a sustainable
alternative to nonbiodegradable single-use packaging.
*Jordan Flagal is an environmental scientist and policy
analyst, and writes for materials search engine Matmatch.
Matmatch
https://matmatch.com
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convenience, made with 100% recycled PET.
Delivering innovative, sustainable rigid and flexible
packaging solutions for everyday needs.

28 Distribution Drive, Truganina, Victoria 3029, Australia
T: +61 (0) 3 9219 4300 | E: kpinfo@kpfilms.com | W: kpfilms.com
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properties, whether it is for single-use purposes or longerterm usage.
Compared with polystyrene foam or polyurethane products, mycelium is actually stronger, even though it may
be perceived otherwise, being a biological material. It is
also hydrophobic and flame resistant, which are beneficial
properties for applications such as packaging and clothing.

Child-resistant flexible packaging solutions
Zip-Pak is a provider of resealable zipper solutions for flexible packaging.
Traditionally, products requiring child-resistance have been offered in rigid pack formats. Recently,
however, brand owners have expanded their use of flexible packing.
Zip-Pak’s new product line is the Safety-Lok Child-Resistant Solutions, designed to keep children
safe with a child-resistant solution.
Safety-Lok CR zippers are certifiable and come in two different formats: Press-to-Close and Slider.
The key differentiator of the Press-to-Close is the tab mechanism used to open and access the
package contents. The tabbed profile provides resistance for younger children, yet easy access for

PACKAGING & LABELLING

older consumers challenged by child-resistant packaging.
The Slider offers a simple, intuitive one-step opening mechanism allowing the package to be opened from any position with
a light squeeze. Safety-Lok creates a wide-mouth opening for easy access to the package while still keeping the product inside
safe from children.
Zip-Pak also has Child-Deterrent zippers solutions. Child-Deterrent Tab zippers are suitable for a broad range of products,
including: laundry and detergent pods; household chemicals; nutraceuticals & pharmaceuticals; and many others.
Both the Safety-Lok Child-Resistant Press-to-Close and Child-Deterrent Tab offer a cost-effective solution that incorporates
seamlessly into existing flexible packaging machinery with minor modifications and are applicable to a variety of package formats.
To learn more about how Child-Deterrent and Child-Resistant zipper solutions can be used to ensure young consumers cannot get into harmful products, contact the Zip-Pak team or visit at foodpro 2021 — Stand D4 within the Processing and Packaging Section.
Zip-Pak Pty Ltd
www.zippak.com

Paper packaging
tray
Because better detection
equals better protection.

Iggesund Paperboard’s Inverform
is suitable for ready-made food
packaging trays.
Made from pure cellulose fibres,
the product has been specifically
developed for pressed and folded
trays used in food packaging. It
has good formability and is a suitable replacement for traditional

Scan now to
learn more about
the A3 technology.

solutions, such as plastic trays.
The Inverform technology is
manufactured with solid bleached
board (SBB) made of pure cel-

Kikkoman LuciPac A3
Sanitation System

lulose fibres sourced from sustainably managed forests. It also

The Kikkoman LuciPac A3 Sanitation System
is an innovative, new test for hygiene
monitoring that offers better detection and
higher sensitivity.

does not have any added brightening agents.
A polymer barrier is added to make it suitable for tray
forming and heat sealing.

Just as easy and fast to use as conventional
ATP tests, but its patented A3 technology has
been proven to find food residue that other
products miss.
Find what you have been missing.

Made from a food-grade material, the tray meets all
the required food safety standards, including being safe
www.KikkomanA3.com

in microwaves and conventional ovens.
Iggesund Paperboard
www.iggesund.com
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Official
Distributor

Email: sales@fmcgis.com.au
Phone: 1300 628 104 or (02) 9540 2288
www.fmcgis.com.au
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Government plans to phase out eight types of plastic by 2025
The plan will also run in conjunction with the government’s
National Plastics Plan, unveiled in March.
Federal Minister for the Environment Sussan Ley said it was
time to change the way Australians produce and consume plastics
and that it was time for states, industry and consumers to drive
sustainable change.
“From plastic bottles to polystyrene packaging and plastic
consumer goods, we are creating mountains of pain for the
environment and wasting potential assets that can be used to
make new products,” Ley said.
“We are attacking the plastic problem on five key fronts:
through legislation, investment, industry targets, research and
development, and community education.”
The Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC) said it
supports the National Plastics Plan, saying it recognises the
role that all parties need to play in eliminating plastics from
the environment.
“National plans are required to develop a circular economy,
moving from a linear economy to a remanufacturing model
where recycled material meets the quality specifications of end
markets,” the Council said in a statement.

Reuniting the waste & recycling industry
this August in25-26
Sydney.
AUGUST 2021
The waste, recyclingICC
andSYDNEY Discover new and innovative
resource recovery industry
solutions, learn from industry
has continued to boomREGISTER
with the NOW
leaders and build face-to-face
increased attention, not only at
connections as the thriving
a consumer level, but also at a
sector reunites at AWRE 2021.
commercial and industrial scale.
AWRE is where waste
professionals come
together to join forces and
showcase a world of solutions
towards a cleaner, more
sustainable future.
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A virtual meeting between Australian national environment
ministers has supported a plan to phase out eight ‘problematic
and unnecessary’ plastic product types by 2025.
The goals are set under the government’s 2019 National Waste
Policy Action Plan, which also aims to harmonise waste and
recycling standards between the states.
The eight problematic plastics include lightweight plastic
bags; plastic products misleadingly termed as ‘degradable’;
plastic straws; plastic utensils and stirrers; expanded polystyrene
(EPS) consumer food containers (eg, cups and clamshells);
EPS consumer goods packaging (loose-fill and moulded); and
microbeads in personal healthcare products.
The move follows the Australian Packaging Covenant
Organisation’s (APCO) report in October, which helped to define
what constitutes a problematic and unnecessary plastic product.
APCO said it undertook extensive consultation with
industry and government to develop a rigorous and transparent
approach to identifying items for phase-out. This included
two national workshops, 10 working group meetings and one
public survey, all intended to encapsulate the feedback of a
broad group of stakeholders.

25-26 AUGUST 2021
ICC SYDNEY

25-26 AUG ICC
2021 SYDNEY
REGISTER NOW AWRE.COM.AU
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and recycling sector in
person this August

T

here will be a continued focus on reducing food waste
at the Australasian Waste & Recycling Expo (AWRE)
being held at the ICC Sydney from 25–26 August.
The AORA Organics Zone will return with exhibitors
showcasing organics recycling solutions.
“Last year really showed how important the waste and recycling industry has become to the lives of Australians in this
increasingly circular economy,” said Melissa Clendinen, AWRE
Product Manager.
“More than ever it’s vital for the industry to get together and
digest new reforms, discuss exciting opportunities and generate
creative solutions, and this year’s AWRE has been designed to
maximise our time together.”
The free-to-attend seminar program will include food waste
topics covered by speakers from the Australia Organics Recycling
Association (AORA), Food Innovation Australia Limited (FIAL),
Stop Food Waste Australia and the Australian Food & Grocery
Council (AFGC).
FIAL and Stop Food Waste Australia’s session will be a facilitated conversation about the National Food Waste Strategy
Feasibility Study assessing whether we can meet our international commitment to halve Australia’s food waste by 2030. The
conversation will examine the updated baseline, review likely
scenarios and highlight new programs designed to work across
industry to avoid and manage food waste.
AFGC will present on the National Plastics Recycling Scheme
(NPRS). The recent National Waste Report highlights that only
14% of total plastics are recycled. While recycling rates for plastic packaging are higher at 18%, this is still unacceptably low.
The scheme is launched to further develop the plastic recycling
value chain in order to increase soft plastic collection, recycling
46
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At a glance:
What: AWRE
When: Wednesday, 25 August–Thursday, 26 August 2021
Where: ICC Sydney
Web: https://awre.com.au/register/
and access to food-grade recycled content that is currently in
short supply globally.
The two-day seminar program will also cover an array of
topics across key industry actions and insights from policy and
regulation, trends and insights to practical and tangible solutions from innovators shaping the future direction for Australia.
New to AWRE is the Resource Recovery Summit ‘Getting to
80%’. This half-day event on Day 1 of the expo features opening
keynotes by Federal Assistant Minister Trevor Evans and NSW
EPA CEO Tracy MacKey.
Facilitated sessions with panellists will explore the specific
challenges in the key waste streams of Municipal Solid Waste,
Commercial & Industrial and Construction & Demolition. Representatives from Cleanaway, Bing, Remondis and Veolia as well
as Councillor Linda Scott from City of Sydney are confirmed.
Another new feature for the event is AWRE’s first networking
dinner being held at the end of Day 1 at The Loft, Jones Bay
Wharf, Pyrmont.
The Summit and Networking Dinner is hosted by National
Waste & Recycling Industry Council (NWRIC) and the Waste
Contractors and Recyclers Association of NSW (WCRA), with
Major Partner NSW EPA.
Australasian Waste & Recycling Expo
www.awre.com.au

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Gas dosing for bacterial growth
Bacteria are single-celled micro-organisms
with their size in the micron range. Already
for ages, bacteria have been used in the
preparation of fermented foods and drinks,
such as yoghurt and wine.
Bacteria
modern

are

field

the
of

workhorses
biotechnology,

in

the

where

they are employed to produce chemically,
pharmaceutically

or

substances

antibodies

as

biologically
or

active
insulin.

Bioreactors form their artificial habitat. In
this controlled environment, that needs to
be conditioned with respect to temperature,
dosing of gases and liquids and pH value,
these bacteria can grow.
In a search for better mass flow equipment,
a manufacturer of bioreactors came in contact
with Bronkhorst. A few years ago they
developed a new, small type of bioreactor
with a volume of 500 mL, and they needed
matching gas dosing equipment. It was the
start of a fruitful cooperation.

Application requirements
Accurately and reproducibly dosing of gases
as oxygen or carbon dioxide to bioreactors
is essential to control bacterial growth rate.
Moreover, for easy scaling-up, a full range of
dosing equipment should be available, and
these should be mutually interchangeable.

Process solution
The small bioreactor system has the size of
a personal computer housing, with a reactor

vessel of 500 mL and all kinds of sensors.
For this system they needed small mass
flow controllers: for low flows, but also
compact. To this end Bronkhorst supplied
the IQ+FLOW mass flow controller for one
channel, or a package called IQM3 for three
channels, to dose gases such as oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide
into the reactor. With IQM3 three gases can
be dosed simultaneously, each in the range
between 10 and 1500 mL per minute.
For this small bioreactor application, a
dosing accuracy of max. ±3% is required,
and the IQ+FLOW meters/controllers
deliver with an accuracy of ±2%. In addition
to that: the bioreactor uses a standard
recipe of gases for bacteria to grow, and
the composition of the recipe should be
the same — within specifications — as
the previous one, so reproducibility is even
more important.
Bronkhorst is able to serve the entire
biotechnology production range: from
lab scale (1 L/min) with the compact IQ+/
IQM3 flow meters and controllers, via
intermediate scale (10 L/min) with the
EL-FLOW Select flow controllers, to full
production scale (200 L/min).
Upscaling to another device with larger
flow is easy, as all these devices use the
ModBus communication protocol, so
they all speak the same language. The
cooperation started with small devices

but nowadays Bronkhorst flow devices
are also incorporated in the bioreactors of
intermediate and full production scale of the
manufacturer.
For further information contact AMS
Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd on
03-9017 8225, or Freecall (NZ) 0800 442
743, alternatively on e-mail: sales@ams-ic.
com.au or visit www.ams-ic.com.au.

AMS Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd
www.ams-ic.com.au
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Anti-static air knife
Paper, plastic, textiles or other materials are normally
electrically balanced — that is, they contain an equal
number of positive and negative charges. Friction can
disturb this balance, causing problems such as dust
clinging to product; product clinging to itself, rollers,

PROCESSING

machine beds or frames; materials tearing, jamming
or curling; sheet feeding problems; and, hazardous
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Could guilt-free confectionery
be possible?

sparks or shocks.

Tightening regulations around sugar and the increasing consumer
demand for better-for-you choices have a major impact on the indulgence
category. As a result, confectionery manufacturers are looking for ways to
reduce sugar while maintaining the naturality of their products. Valio’s
dairy-based solution is designed to help reduce sugar without artificial
sweeteners for confectionery manufacturers.
EU regulations concerning unhealthy foods are expected to increase
and tighten in the coming years. The EU’s European Green Deal plan
includes a Farm to Fork Strategy that impacts the production of food. Its
aim is to make food systems fair, healthy and environmentally friendly.
“The Farm to Fork Strategy is expected to have many effects on the
sales and consumption of unhealthy foods. The planned initiatives would
urge product reformulation and restrict the promotion and marketing of
food products that are high in sugar, salt and fat,” said Sinikka Saikkonen,
Business Development Manager at Valio.
The planned measures deeply impact the market of indulgence
foods, as they often contain high amounts of sugar, salt and fat. Those
confectionery manufacturers who can find ways to develop products
with better nutritional value will gain a competitive edge in the changing
operational environment.
“People are looking for a green light for indulgence. They want to trade
their regular indulgent foods for products that have less of the bad things
and more of the good things. The key to successful better-for-you products
is to replace a part of the ingredients [with] healthier, sustainably sourced
and more natural alternatives,” Saikkonen said.
Timo Pajari, Senior Vice President, Valio Food Solutions Sales
and Marketing, said consumers want guilt-free indulgences but
are not willing to sacrifice on the taste or texture of chocolate and
confectionery.
“Valio has the solutions and milk-based ingredients to help develop
desirable and delicious confectionery for health-aware consumers. Food
manufacturers can make chocolate and confectionery with reduced sugar,
high protein and digestive wellness,” he said.
“Claims on limited sugar or no added sugar are preferred by consumers,
and the prevalence of sugar claims is likely to grow as manufacturers
aim to reassure consumers and differentiate themselves. Using artificial
sweeteners is no longer an option, as consumers want their chocolate
and confectionery to be as clean label as possible. Naturality is something
that consumers are looking for in their indulgence products. Valio’s
specialty milk powders help confectionery manufacturers to develop
new better-for-you products for consumers who expect more than just
normal,” Pajari said.
Valio introduced its solution at the virtual World Confectionery
Conference 2021 on 1 June.

ions — up to 6.1 m away. The laminar sheet of air
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EXAIR’s Gen4 Super Ion Air Knives remove static
electricity by flooding an area with static eliminating
sweeps surfaces clean of static, particulate, dust and
dirt, dramatically improving production speeds, product quality and surface cleanliness.
The device incorporates EXAIR’s Super Air Knife
that minimises compressed air use by inducing surrounding airflow at a ratio of 40:1. The unique amplified airflow carries the ions to the target, making it
possible to eliminate static charges in less than a half
second. Air volume and velocity are infinitely controllable from a ‘breeze’ to a ‘blast’ to gently wipe or
forcefully blow away debris.
Available in lengths from 3″ (76 mm) to 108″
(2743 mm), the electrical ion source is shockless and
there is no radioactive element. Gen4 Super Ion Air
Knives have undergone independent laboratory tests
to certify they meet the rigorous safety, health and
environmental standards of the USA, European Union
and Canada that are required to attain the CE and
UL marks. They are also RoHS compliant.
Applications include surface cleaning, neutralising
plastics, bag opening, printing machinery, packaging operations and elimination of painful static
electricity shocks.
Compressed Air Australia Pty Ltd
www.caasafety.com.au

Bacon slicer
Thurne-Middleby Ltd has boosted
the capabilities of its IBS1000 Bacon
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Slicer with a Vision System, enabling
processors to achieve enhanced first
time on-weight percentages.
This is the first time Thurne has
deployed vision technology on one of
its compact 1000 Series slicers. The
system uses a high-speed camera

Coating powder for food technology
Parts coated with igus IC-05 coating polymer powder provide users in the food industry with
FDA-compliant machine components that slide well. The IC-05 is designed with four times’
longer service life than IC-01, which ensures wear-resistant sheet metal.
Whether in dosing systems, on conveyor belts of filling systems or in labelling technology,
sheet metal and parts are exposed to friction and wear in all these places. To increase the
service life of the metallic components, igus has developed a new coating material. The
sprayed-on IC-05 tribo-polymer protects sensitive and small bearing points as well as sliding
surfaces. It is optically detectable due to its blue colour and is approved for use in food
technology.
Nowadays, it is impossible to imagine the food industry without automated systems. But
what happens if a bottle falls over in the filling line or a packet soup gets wedged in the
parts chute and tears open? Scenarios that lead to unplanned plant shutdown cost time and
money. Moving machine components with low coefficient of friction are in demand here. In
order to give guide plates, metallic slides or even parts with complex geometries a high wear
resistance, igus developed the coating material especially for use in food technology.
The IC-05 polymer complies with FDA requirements and EU10/2011 regulations making it
suitable for contact with food. Its blue colour makes it optically detectable. The material reduces the coefficient of friction of the coated parts and increases the service life and availability of the equipment. It is also designed to improve product safety and reduce costs as
lubricants can be dispensed with completely.
The powder material can either be sprayed onto the desired components by the user or
by igus. Layer thicknesses of 60 to 120 µm are possible.

and processing system that is able
to adjust the thickness of each slice
to significantly improve first time onweights. The enhancement is designed
to reduce rework rates and improve
overall yield, as there is less giveaway.
A completely new control system,
utilising the latest platforms from Allen
Bradley, provides the processing
power to support the IBS1000 Vision’s
slicing accuracy even at the highest
blade speeds. It comes with enhanced
onboard diagnostics and production
data capture, all accessed via the
larger, easy-to-use controls.
The bacon slicer complies with
‘ready-to-eat’ hygiene standards and
uses a high-yield, semi-automatic
gripper feed, providing slice thickness
control and high-quality product presentation. The slicer is loaded manually via a fast reload mechanism with
automatic butt end removal, which,
paired with high blade speeds up to

Treotham Automation Pty Ltd

1650 rpm, enables the slicer to surpass

www.treotham.com.au

throughputs of 1.8 tonnes/h.
Linco Food Systems
www.linco.com.au

Interactive drying simulator
Finding the optimal conditions and being able to keep them stable
is the key to lower cost and energy-efficient manufacturing.
When it comes to drying of food, for example, most experts
agree that it is important to dry it enough to avoid microbial growth
and to keep the product safe. On the other hand, minimising the
drying process will save users on energy and costs. The key is
to increase the input volume or the humidity levels just enough to minimise energy usage
but not too little so that the end-product quality does not suffer.
To try out the Vaisala interactive drying simulator to understand the way exact humidity
measurements can lead to more efficient energy use and higher yields, click here.
Vaisala Pty Ltd
www.vaisala.com
50
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Clean more
safely and
sustainably
without
compromising
effectiveness
The challenges facing food processors are
plentiful. In addition to keeping up with everchanging consumer tastes, food safety remains
a top priority. Worker recruitment and retention
are increasingly difficult, and there is increased
pressure to operate more sustainably. The use
of electro-chemical activation (ECA) technology
in sanitation is helping many processors address
these issues without having to make sweeping
procedural changes or incur additional cost.
The PathoSans system uses exclusive electrochemical activation (ECA) technology to produce
powerful cleaning and sanitising solutions that
can replace toxic, traditional chemicals. The
system can be installed in your facility and
produces solutions on demand using just salt,
water and electricity.

On-site generation system for the production of powerful cleaners and sanitisers food processors can clean more
safely and sustainably without compromising effectiveness using electrochemical activation technology
New, proprietary ECA technology has been
integrated into a compact system designed
for use in manufacturing facilities. The system
produces a sodium hydroxide cleaner and a
hypochlorous acid sanitizer in ready-to-use
concentrations. The solutions are:
• As effective, if not more effective, than
traditional chemicals. Killing 99.999% of
common foodborne bacteria, the solutions
are direct replacements for caustic cleaners
and sanitisers.
• Safe: The solutions are non-irritating to skin
and eyes and fragrance-free for improved
worker safety.
• Drain and disposal friendly.
• Approved for use in organic food processing.
• Salt-free and safe for use on stainless steel.
• Suitable for use in CIP systems. The solutions
can also be stored in tanks and used with spray
carts, pressure washers, bottles and more.

• Versatile: Can be used to clean and
sanitise equipment, floors, walls, drains,
trucks and more.
• Compatible with one another, so the need
to rinse between cleaning and sanitizing
is eliminated.
• Residue-free.
All systems using ECA technology aren’t
created equal, so be sure to do your research.
Many systems do not produce solutions that
are safe for use on all surfaces — especially
stainless steel.

A closer look at the benefits of ECA
technology in sanitation
As we delve deeper into the details of using
ECA solutions, it is important to reiterate
that there are big differences in the systems
that produce them, and the electro-chemical
technology used. The rest of the information
provided in this paper is specific to the
PathoSans system from Spraying Systems
Co. Other ECA systems may share some
similarities with the PathoSans system, so be
sure to ask about each attribute of interest to
you. The differences between systems can
be significant.

Food safety
The PathoSans cleaner replaces concentrated
chemical caustics. The PathoSans sanitiser is
as effective or better than toxic and dangerous
alternatives, such as quat or PAA. Both the
cleaner and the sanitiser are residue-free.
Traditional chemicals contain high levels
of active ingredients to ensure effectiveness
even when stored for long periods of time.
PathoSans solutions are produced on-site and
on demand and are at full potency when used.
As a result, microorganisms can be effectively
eliminated by the PathoSans solutions
containing lower levels of active chemicals.
PathoSans solutions saponify and remove
organic fats and oils and denature and
remove proteins.

In side-by-side cleaning comparisons,
PathoSans solutions clean as effectively — if
not more effectively — than harsh chemicals.
Users report better ATP and CFU test results
in addition to visibly cleaner surfaces.

Worker safety, productivity, recruitment
and retention
Use of PathoSans ECA solutions eliminates
exposure to harsh chemicals, resulting in safer,
happier, healthier and more productive workers.
Employees can clean and sanitise equipment
free from cumbersome personal protection
equipment (PPE). This makes the cleaning and
sanitising process much more comfortable,
particularly when cleaning in hot environments.
The elimination of PPE also means workers can
spend more time cleaning and less time adding/
removing safety gear.
The use of the PathoSans system eliminates
the need for workers to dilute concentrated
chemicals. The PathoSans ECA solutions are
produced in ready-to-use concentrations.
Traditional chemicals can trigger mild to
severe allergic reactions to skin and eyes. These
health problems can result in worker absences,
worker’s compensation claims and reduced
productivity. The use of PathoSans ECA
solutions eliminates the costly and dangerous
risks associated with traditional chemicals.
Training workers to use the PathoSans system
and solutions is easy and straightforward.
System training can be completed in less than
an hour, and cleaner and sanitiser usage training
requires just a few minutes.

Sustainability improvements
PathoSans™ ECA solutions are drain and
disposal friendly. There is no need for
wastewater treatment or the risk of fines for
improper disposal. In fact, processors gain the
added benefit of highly effective drain sanitation
during PathoSans sanitiser disposal.
Clean labels and organic production are
high priorities for many food companies.
PathoSans ECA solutions are approved for
organic production.
Additional benefits of on-site generation of
PathoSans solutions include the elimination
of pollution due to the transportation of
chemicals and the disposal and recycling of
chemical containers.
Now you can produce a highly effective
cleaner and disinfectant on demand right in
your facility ensuring you always have a reliable
supply. Plus, you’ll have all the chemistry you
need to clean, sanitise and disinfect your plant.
The solutions produced by the PathoSans
generator can be used to clean and disinfect
equipment, tanks, work/break areas, floors,
bathrooms and more.

PathoSans.com.au
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Cracking the thermal egg
processing challenge with

tubular heat
exchangers

Matt Hale, International Sales & Marketing Director, HRS Heat Exchangers

E
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ggs are a key foodstuff and ingredient. According to
industry data, Australians eat an average of 245 eggs
a year. While shell-on eggs account for the bulk of
this consumption, processed egg products represent an
important part of the market. Processed egg products can take
several forms but the most common is liquid egg.

Buying Australian
Overall consumer demand for eggs has risen steadily over the
decade and Aussies increasingly want the reassurance of homeproduced eggs, with Australian production growing 54% over
the last 10 years. One of the reasons for this is the recognised
high production standards and food safety assurances which
come with Australian eggs. That quality and reassurance is also
sought by the buyers of processed egg products.
www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Depending on the exact combination of
treatment time and temperature used, it
is possible to produce a shelf life of up to 16 weeks for

PROCESSING

refrigerated liquid egg products.

Yolk and whole egg products are generally pasteurised in
their liquid form, while liquid egg white may be pasteurised
when sold as a liquid or frozen product. In contrast, dehydrated
egg yolk (with the glucose removed) is normally pasteurised
by holding containers in a large chamber over several days.

Technical challenges

Not only does this place specific requirements on the raw
materials used by egg processors, but it also means that the
equipment used must be of the highest quality, delivering reliable results time after time.

Egg characteristics
Fresh eggs have a thick white and an upstanding yolk. Over
time, the white thins and the yolk spreads and enlarges as
water passes through the membrane from the white into the
yolk, weakening it. Because of this, eggs are refrigerated and
processed quickly, usually within a week.
Liquid egg is a very delicate product as the proteins in egg
are more sensitive to heat than other products, such as milk or
juices. This is because the white and yolk are distinct components
with different compositions and behaviours. When mixed, they
interact mutually — for example, egg white is denatured at 58°C
while yolk is denatured at 65°C. These low temperatures also
make it hard to aseptically process natural liquid egg products;
the eggs are frequently cooked before the required time and
temperature minimums are achieved.

The importance of pasteurisation
There may be several reasons to process eggs, including convenience, to extend shelf life or as part of other food processing
and manufacturing operations. The main reason to pasteurise
egg products is for food safety, but other reasons include ease
of use, improved hygiene and product uniformity. Depending
on the exact combination of treatment time and temperature
used, it is possible to produce a shelf life of up to 16 weeks
for refrigerated liquid egg products.
Irrespective of the treatment method used, it is important
to use fresh, clean and sanitised eggs, and to chill and filter
them immediately after breaking. The contents of an egg are
essentially sterile until broken, so one of the aims of processing is to reduce or eliminate any bacteria or contamination
which may be introduced once the egg is cracked. Liquid
whole egg and yolk should be held at or below 4°C, and egg
whites below 7°C.
54
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For most liquid egg products, pasteurisation using heat exchangers remains the main form of heat treatment. Various time and
temperature regimes are used to pasteurise eggs depending on
the product, which could be whole egg; separated egg (whites
or yolks); or a treated product, like salted yolk. Each type of
product presents a different challenge in terms of viscosity,
and products with added salt also introduce a higher likelihood of equipment degradation or corrosion.
Pasteurisation can have several unwanted effects, including gel formation and softening of the yolk, or irreversible
denaturation of the proteins and changes to the appearance.
If not handled correctly, thermal pasteurisation can decrease
protein content, change physical characteristics such as texture and colour, and increase product viscosity. Choosing the
right pasteurisation regime and equipment is therefore vital
to minimise and prevent such unwanted effects.

Limitations of plate and smooth-tube heat exchangers
In the past, many processors have used plate heat exchangers to pasteurise egg products, but these allow product to
coagulate on the plate surface, fouling the heat exchanger so
that frequent cleaning-in-place (CIP) is required to maintain
operational efficiency. This adds time, energy and cost to the
processing and reduces overall capacity.
Tubular heat exchangers overcome some of these problems
(for example, the larger diameter helps the product to run
through the heat exchanger more easily) but there can be issues around heat transfer efficiency and the necessary size of
the exchanger to achieve effective pasteurisation.

Why choose corrugated heat exchangers?
Fortunately, all these issues can be overcome with the use of
corrugated tube technology as employed by HRS, which uses
turbulent flow to reduce fouling. Because a corrugated tube
has an increased heat transfer rate compared to a smooth tube
of the same length, the heat exchanger can be made smaller.
It is also important that the equipment chosen allows regular
inspection and suitable CIP. Not only do HRS corrugated tube
heat exchangers facilitate this, but because their design helps to
prevent fouling in the first place, they also reduce downtime.
Therefore, the operational run times between cleaning cycles
are generally much longer with corrugated tubes than smooth
ones, further increasing the overall efficiency of the process.
HRS Heat Exchangers Australia New Zealand
www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/au/
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A

machine that can ‘unboil’ an egg by unravelling
its proteins and has potential applications for new
electronics and drugs is now likely to have wider
clean chemistry applications.
The new applications for the Vortex Fluidic Device — invented
by Flinders University’s Professor Colin Raston and known as
the ‘unboil an egg’ machine — follows 100,000 experiments and
then a research paper on understanding fluid flow in the VFD,
which was recently published in Nanoscale Advances.
Professor Raston hopes this publication will encourage more
researchers to embrace the VFD and explore more innovative
applications for the device, maybe even some in the food processing industry.
“How fluid flows is one of the grand challenges of science,”
Professor Raston said. “What we have been doing with the VFD
provides answers for liquids subjected to mechanical energy.”
Since 2013, Professor Raston has been working with his team
to explore the possibilities of the VFD, which is capable of
controlling chemical reactivity, materials processing and probing
the structure of self-organised systems, enabling rapid and now
predictable modifications.
The VFD has shown its capability in the synthesis of esters,
amides, ureas, imines, alpha-amino phosphates, beta-Keto esters,
modified amino acids and the local anaesthetic, lidocaine.
Professor Raston said the high-tech, yet simple device can
be used in medical and pharmaceutical research, food processing, materials processing and more, aligned with a range of
industries — all with a focus on cleaner, greener and cheaper
production — and he hopes that the new conclusive summaries
about the VFD experiments will see it embraced by more research
organisations around the world, and be taken up by industry.
“The topological fluid flows, which were established as ‘spinning top’ flow, double helical flow and specular flow, account for
all the processing outcomes and applications of the VFD — this
is an exciting discovery,” Professor Raston said.
“We have established the topological features of high shear
fluid flow in the vortex fluidic device at sub-micron dimensions,
at a critical tilt angle of 45 degrees, being the optimal angle for
myriad applications of the device.”
The proposed flow patterns in the VFD provide insights that
allow accurate prediction and control the formation of nanostruc-

tures in the VFD and chemical reactions. The flow patterns also
provide an understanding of the advantages of VFD processing
relative to using other methods.
As the latest example of green chemistry innovation, PhD
candidate Matt Jellicoe has led research into using the VFD
to control the coating of particles without using other waste
generating reagents.
The paper, High shear spheroidal topological fluid flow induced coating of polystyrene beads with C60 spicules, by Matt
Jellicoe, Kasturi Vimalanathan, Jason Gascooke, Xuan Luo and
Colin Raston, has been published by Royal Society of Chemistry’s
ChemComm (10.1039/d0cc07165j).
“I believe the outcome of this research to be significant because we demonstrate the coating of particles 2–6 microns in
diameter with zero waste and up to 98% efficiency. This could
be beneficial towards the pharmaceutical companies which
coat drugs with significant lower yield, thus leading to run-off
of dangerous chemicals into freshwater streams and the air,”
Jellicoe said.

Image credit: Flinders University
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Wider applications
revealed

He expects the next stage of testing will investigate the possibility of using the VFD as a drug-coating device.
“This may significantly reduce the effects on the environment,” Jellicoe said, “and this is what excites me the most.
The potential impact, especially on the environment and the
economy, could be unfathomable.”
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The
‘unboilan-egg’
machine

CASE STUDY
AI and IoT tech digitally transforms Aussie
dairy producer

PROCESSING
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Riverina Fresh has teamed up with real-time AI and IoT solution
delivery platform Rayven to unveil a digital transformation initiative.
The Australian dairy and milk producer’s new project will aim
to use IoT technology to provide real-time metrics and optimisation
abilities on the production floor.
Riverina Fresh was using some older equipment operated from
the factory floor which lacked real-time oversight and optimisation.
After a review process, engineering management identified potential
improvements to the production process that could be realised with
increased visibility of real-time data and access to new metrics of
efficiency.
The dairy producer selected Rayven as the AI and IoT platform
of choice, working together to develop and deploy a solution that
has enabled them to adopt a predictive and preventive maintenance
regime on key machinery, increasing uptime, output and utilisation.
Rob Collier, CEO of Riverina Fresh, said the company was
introduced to Rayven by Bridge Hub, the Agrifood tech innovation hub.
“We collaborated with Rayven to help develop their product
for some of our older equipment, bringing it into the 21st century,”
Collier said.
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Rayven
www.rayven.io

SMART BOILER
INSTRUMENTATION
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“This was achieved for a relatively low cost and without
the need to replace existing equipment. This is an example of
modernising a manufacturing business without having to outlay
significant capital expenditure.”
The outcomes achieved from implementing the solution
included increased run-time and throughput, with opportunities
for additional gains as Riverina Fresh uses the new metrics to
track and improve changeover between products and reductions
in line downtime.
Rob Collier said the business’s transformation initiative is
designed to improve uptime, productivity and reduce waste.
“A lot of businesses are operating with old, outdated
technology that needs modernising and we wanted to explore
what IoT technology could do to help us with our digital
transformation.”
Paul Berkovic, CCO of Rayven, said the industrial AI and IoT
platform is designed to be hyper-flexible and quick to deploy so
that businesses can take advantage of their real-time data by better
monitoring, managing and optimising their assets and operations.
“We collaborated with the team at Riverina Fresh to come
up with a solution that would integrate seamlessly with their
operations and existing machinery, retrofitting sensors and
technologies without disrupting what they do.”
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Membrane filter for beer
Krones’ Steinecker Phoebus is a membrane filter based on the
Hydronomic UF (ultrafiltration) water treatment system. It integrates
mechanical design elements from the Hydronomic UF system that
have not yet been used for filtering beer.
Instead of being connected in parallel, as is customary on the
market, the membrane modules are connected in series. As a result,
the cross-flow required for filtration can be generated with lower pump
output, which can save electrical energy and make it possible to use
smaller-diameter pipes and fittings.
Shut-off valves between the membrane modules allow the flow
direction to be reversed, which can provide a longer filter service life.
Targeted backflushing of the individual membrane modules increases the effectiveness of cleaning and reduces consumption of

Call to diSCuSS your
boiler inStrumentation
and ValVe requirementS.
AUSTRALIAN AGENT & TECHNICAL SUPPORT

We handle Pressure ®

cleaning agents and water.
The membrane modules can also be inspected for damage before
filtration begins. If a module is found to be defective, it can be automembrane can be exchanged later.
Krones (Thailand) Co Ltd

Tel: (03) 9699 7355
www.pressureandsafetysystems.com.au

www.krones.co.th
www.foodprocessing.com.au
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matically excluded from the series and thus bypassed. The defective
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Spray heads
Tecpro Australia’s high-impact Twister Spray Heads

PROCESSING

are designed for cleaning large, tough areas.
The European designed and manufactured spray
heads can handle 16 bar water pressure at a flow
of up to 500 L/min. Made from AISI 304 stainless
steel, impact-resistant POM and chemical-resistant

Four-outlet voltage power supply
EXAIR’s Gen4 Four Outlet Selectable Voltage Power Supply enables
the option to choose input voltages of 115 or 230 VAC. Four 5 kV
stainless steel output connectors can energise four static eliminators
at the same time. Applications using up to four Gen4 Super Ion Air
Knives, Ion Air Guns, Ion Air Cannons, Ionizing Bars or any other
EXAIR Gen4 static eliminator product can be connected to one power
supply. The four-outlet power supplies are UL component recognised,

EPDM, the spray heads can handle water temperatures up to 60°C.
The range comes in three different sized connections — the largest version is 1″ and weighs
800 g. There is also a ¾″ and a ½″ version weighing 460 g and 320 g, respectively.
Tecpro Australia
www.tecpro.com.au

CE and RoHS compliant.
They also feature an electromagnetically shielded modular power
supply cable which eases routing and connections. An integrated fuse
on the primary protects against voltage spikes. The lighted power
switch indicates operation and is field replaceable. The power supply
is housed in a durable metal enclosure that is suitable for industrial
environments. Gen4 static eliminators having a bayonet-style connector can be inserted into the power supply where the electrical connection is made deep inside to prevent a shock hazard.
Compressed Air Australia Pty Ltd
www.caasafety.com.au

Salmonella testing kit
The Thermo Scientific SureTect Salmonella Species PCR
Assay is approved by the AOAC International (AOAC-OMA
claim) for a broad range of foods and select environmental
surfaces, including challenging, high-risk matrices.
The species assay covers 32 matrices that includes
challenging to test high-risk products from a broad range
of foods and production environments, such as cocoa
products and other low-moisture foods, raw meats and
poultry meats, fruits and vegetables, milk and dairy products and ready-to-eat foods.
It also offers a validated method for Salmonella testing in large samples for multiple matrix types.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
thermofisher.com
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Ultrasonic flow meters
Bronkhorst’s ES-FLOW Ultrasonic Flow Meters
can be used for low flow rates of water, additives
and other liquid substances.
The improved flow meters measure volume
flow from 2 up to 1500 mL/min with even
higher precision, high linearity and low pressure
drop, using ultrasound in a small-bore tube.
The instruments are liquid-independent, thanks
to the unique measuring principle in which the
actual sound velocity is accounted for in the
flow calculations. Thanks to the combination of
a straight sensor tube with zero dead volume,
the flow meter is self-draining. The flow meter
with orbital TIG-welded flanges is CIP or SIP
cleanable, and now meets 3-A sanitary standards
for hygienic applications. Wetted parts are made
of stainless steel while the exterior design is
rated to IP66 or IP67. The local user interface
is a capacitive touchscreen with a TFT display
to operate and readout the instrument. For remote
operation, Bronkhorst added a variety of Ethernet based fieldbuses to the already available
range of analog and digital communication options. The onboard PID controller can be used
to drive a control valve or pump, enabling users
to establish a complete, compact control loop.
Typical applications for the new low-flow liquid
flow meters and controllers can be found in food,
beverage and pharma (eg, additives, sterilisation
of packages), medical and chemical (eg, catalysts, reagents) and many other markets that
require precision fluid handling. This includes,
for example, fuel consumption measurement and
dosing of hydrocarbons, demineralised water,
colourants or lubricants in many industries.
AMS Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd
www.ams-ic.com.au
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An action plan for unprecedented
times Nine tips for thriving or restarting operations

Food and beverage is often referred to as
the “fast-moving consumer goods industry”
— and that was before the worldwide health
crisis created an economic disruption on a
scale unseen for generations. Now ‘agility’
has taken on a whole new meaning as we
navigate highly-unusual working conditions,
unprecedented market dynamics, and
disrupted supply chains.
You may be asking yourself some of the
same questions we are:
• How can we do a better job operating
remotely when facility access is restricted?
• Where should we adjust systems to reduce
downtime and optimise efficiency and
throughput?

• What can we do to become more resilient
and immune to global disruptions in the
future?

We’re in this together
Collaboration during crisis helps us all weather
the storm. This guide gives practical steps you

and customers. While your workforce is
scrambling to react to dynamic conditions,
you’ll need to continually assess and respond
to changes in health and government authority
rules and guidelines.

Tip 2: Remotely manage operations

challenges together.

Take advantage of remote management
software solutions trial periods so your
operators can continue to adjust processes,
conduct maintenance and make operational
decisions to drive efficiency even when access
to the physical plant is restricted or not desired.

Tip 1: Protect health and safety

Tip 3: Empower your workforce

We know your first concern is to secure

Join Schneider Electric Exchange to learn
and share best practices with your food

can take right now to increase resiliency and
agility. If you need help, we are ready to share
best practices, experiences, and tools and
techniques to rise to these unprecedented

the health and safety of your employees

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/vladimirnenezic

and beverage peers and industry experts.
Empower your workforce to make fast,
informed decisions with digital technologies
that put real-time plant operating information
in a form they can readily use to improve
productivity and operational profitability.

Tip 4: Practise
hygiene

good

cybersecurity

Unfortunately, would be cyber-attackers
ramp up activity in times of crisis. Food
safety and cleaning processes continue to
be cyber-targets for disruption. Conduct a
comprehensive cybersecurity assessment
and analysis and visit the Schneider Electric
Cybersecurity Virtual Academy to learn what
you can do to secure your operations.

Tip 5: Deploy OEE quick wins
Now more than ever, you need to make sure
assets are always available for production
when needed, avoid unplanned downtime, and
use maintenance resources efficiently. Asset
management solutions and modernisation
services can improve the overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) of your plant and extend
asset lifecycles. Analytics, which can be
installed without stopping the plant, increase
OEE, reduce operating costs, and shorten the
time required for maintenance operations.

Tip 6: Improve agility
As market dynamics and consumer behaviour
undergo drastic changes,
you may need to adjust your
product mix to accommodate
shifts in demand. You may
even have to suspend
normal
production
in
favour of making highdemand essential products.
Use recipe and batch
management to improve
agility and reduce set up and
changeover time. Digitising
formula management and
recipe execution can help
you successfully manage
flexible, multi-stream and
multi-production operations.

Tip 7: Safeguard profitability
To offset revenue loss, look for places to
reduce energy consumption, waste, and
labour costs. You’ll need to understand the
intricacies of your operations like never before
to eke out every bit of production efficiency
while you also streamline maintenance
efforts. This will protect cash flow for financial
continuity and resilience so you can positively
impact profitability when economic and world
conditions return to more predictable levels.

Tip 8: Increase supply chain ﬂexibility
and visibility
New digital technologies are available to help
your supply chain more easily pivot to where
it’s needed. If you don’t have it already, now
is the time to look at end-to-end traceability
and transparency across your supply chain.
Transparency ensures full visibility on all
information related to a product, proving
their origin and highlighting information about
ingredients, allergens, physical characteristics
and other key attributes.

Tip 9: Future-proof operations to increase
resiliency and agility
If these recent events have exposed problems
— aging equipment, outdated processes, lack
of digital talent, the need for real-time data to
increase flexibility and make better decisions
— the good news is that it has also uncovered
opportunities. Create a prioritised list of where
you need to make automation and digitisation
improvements to become future-ready. We
see digitisation as the path forward for F&B
manufacturers to better align with modern
customer needs and expectations.
To learn more, visit https://www.se.com/
au/en/work/solutions/for-business/food-andbeverage.

Schneider Electric
www.se.com/au
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Dips stack up thanks to rotary cup filler
After experiencing a surge in demand due to the COVID-19
pandemic, Australian family-owned and -operated boutique
producer of hand-crafted dips Fresh Fodder tripled its
productivity rates. The achievement was helped by the Ilpra
FS2500 Rotary Cup Filler — part of the packaging and lidding
range from Jet Technologies.
After receiving new business from more than 400
Woolworths stores nationwide, Fresh Fodder reconsidered
its technology investments.
The company understood they needed to maintain
competitiveness within today’s fast-paced grocery market to
meet their growing customer needs.
“As demand began to rapidly pick up, there soon came
a point where our previous operational capabilities were
outrun, which is where the investment in the FS2500 came
into play as a crucial tool to increase our productivity and
efficiency levels,” said Max Schofield, Managing Director
of Fresh Fodder. “As all of this was happening right in
the middle of the pandemic, we needed a solution fast.
Thankfully, Jet Technologies was able to organise and install
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the new machine in a very tight timeframe, which helped us
greatly throughout COVID-19 and to meet the high demand
coming from Woolworths.”
Based in Orange, NSW, Fresh Fodder produces 15 tonnes of
product per week across 12 different flavours in both retail packs
and foodservice bulk sizes, distributing nationwide to stores such
as Woolworths, Aldi, IGA Supermarkets, COSTCO, Harris Farm
Markets and independent grocers, fruit markets, cafes and delis.
“The investment in the Illpra FS2500 was part of a holistic
upgrade of our production floor, as well as our business-wide
plans to optimise operations with technology and improve the
quality of our products,” Schofield said.
Since the machine was installed in October 2020, the
company has streamlined its manufacturing to produce three
times the amount of its existing throughput with the same
headcount of staff.
“This has had the biggest overall impact on our bottom line.
As a business, we are now seeing a huge 25% growth year-onyear, so upgrading to this new solution allows us to optimise
operations and keep up with our current and future growth.”

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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The FS2500, from Italian packaging manufacturer Ilpra,
is a mechanical rotary filling and sealing machine with eight
stations designed to fill dispensable plastic cups and containers
with liquid and semi-solid products.
Part of Jet Technologies’ range of fill seal solutions, the device
is suitable for a range of products including dairy, dips, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, desserts and ready-made meals.

Daniel Malki, Director
of Jet Technologies, said
the company was glad to
help Fresh Fodder prosper
during difficult times.
“With countless changes
to the market, global and local
supply chains have become
very hard to manoeuvre,
which has challenged
countless industries to find
an innovative means of
adapting. So, it is fantastic
to see Australian businesses such as Fresh Fodder taking
such a proactive approach to addressing these challenges
head on, by investing in technology that helps to futureproof
their manufacturing operations,” he said.
Jet Technologies
www.jet-ap.com

PRODUCT INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
OFI design and manufacture
Weigh and Inspection equipment such as;
Checkweighers, Metal Detectors, X-ray inspection
and Leak Detection systems for various industries to
help streamline production processes.

We supply a complete range of
equipment such as:

Our standard Product Inspection portfolio
caters for the following; (and more)

• Weighing scales & systems
• Checkweighers
• Metal Detectors
• X-ray Inspection Systems
• Vision & Identification systems

• Raw produce, on belt, in pipe, or drop- through
• Trays, retails packs in plastic, aluminium,
or cardboard
• Bottles, jars, tubs, cans
• Bulk flow; grains, nuts, rice, mince etc
• Boxes, large cartons, pallets, IBC’s

For more information, please contact our office on

1300 989 079 or email: sales@ofiinspection.com.au

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Air filters for food processing
Camfil offers a range of ProSafe certified HEPA filters designed to comply with the
demands on safety, traceability and control within the food processing industries.
Absolute VGXL and VGXXL ProSafe box-style HEPA models with modern
incinerable frame and V-shaped pleat pack arrangements are suitable for
hygienic and aseptic supply or exhaust air systems that require high airflow,
filter capacity and stability with the lowest pressure drop and weight.
Megalam ProSafe panel-style HEPA models are suitable for laminar airflow

PROCESSING

applications, including cleanrooms, clean benches and clean air devices that
require long filter life with a low pressure drop.
Camfil CC 6000 ProSafe mobile air cleaners include HEPA filtration for
effective and hygienic air recirculation within large product distribution
spaces and storage areas.
Designed specifically for process safety and manufactured with materials
that comply with European Food Contact Regulation (EC) No 1935:2004,
Camfil’s ProSafe filter range is designed to be free of toxic chemicals bisphenol A, phthalates and formaldehyde and resistant to
cleanroom decontamination and cleaning procedures (including hydrogen peroxide and other commonly used agents).
Conforming to BRCGS global standards for food safety, ProSafe filters are also fully compliant with the ISO 846:2019
antimicrobial growth standard and the VDI 6022 hygiene in HVAC systems standard.
All HEPA classified ProSafe Filters are thoroughly tested and individually certified to ensure high performance under the most
critical of conditions for leak-free operation and individually packaged in a hygienic bag.
Camfil Australia Pty Limited
www.camfil.com/en-au

Quality air for quality food
Australia experiences large fluctuations in ambient air moisture content
between winter and summer. A stable climate is required for food production
to ensure product quality, hygiene and production efficiency.
Munters can help! With climate control solutions that allow you to closely
monitor and control your plant´s climate with highly efficient dehumidification,
humidification and temperature control. You get long-lasting performance that
meets all your production requirements.
Learn more at:
https://www.munters.com/en/industries/food--beverage/?country=AU
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Hell
of
a
ride:
energy drink maker triples production

E

nergy drink maker Hell Energy had its origins in its
home country of Hungary in 2006 and is now claimed to
be one of the top three energy drink brands worldwide.
To meet the steadily rising demand for its energy
drinks and carbonated soft drinks, the company has been investing in new equipment, including two high-speed canning
lines from Krones.
Barnabás Csereklye, Managing Director of Hell Energy, said
the two high-speed can filling lines from Krones were put into
operation in 2018 and 2019.
“Until then, our capacity for filling cans was just under
100,000 containers per hour, not nearly enough to cover demand.
So we decided to expand our production capacity — and we
more than tripled it,” Csereklye said.
Each of the two new Krones lines processes 120,000 cans per
hour and both are already operating at full capacity, around the
clock, in four shifts.
“High speed and automation are key to our ability to meet
the growing demand for our products,” Csereklye said.
While one of the two lines is dedicated exclusively to 250 mL
slim cans for Hell Classic energy drink, the second fills all of
Hell’s other energy drinks, carbonated soft drinks and XIXO
brand iced teas into three different can sizes.
The two new lines are configured identically. Besides various inspection systems for empty and full cans and a Contiflow
mixer, each line contains a 175-head Modulfill VFS-C filler.

Pasteuriser instead of preservatives
To ensure the highest level of safety for all products, all Hell
Energy cans — energy drinks and iced teas alike — are treated
in a double-deck LinaFlex pasteuriser.
Csereklye said the company pasteurises all its beverages to
ensure stability.
“We don’t use preservatives, artificial sweeteners or aspartame.
We use only the best natural ingredients like real granulated
sugar or stevia, coffee extract and milk — and vitamins,” he said.

Hell Energy relies on a Variopac Pro for packing. Grouping
and palletising are handled by a Pressant PalBloc consisting
of a Robobox and a Pressant Universal that builds up to 580
layers per hour. SitePilot Line Diagnostics monitor the entire
production line.
When investing in new equipment, Hell Energy said it looks
for the most modern and most efficient technologies available.
“We need to deliver a lot of product, so high efficiency, low
spoilage and excellent reliability are crucial. And of course, we do
not want to cut corners when it comes to quality,” Csereklye said.
“That’s why we chose Krones. Our many years of good partnership spoke for themselves — and it was already clear during
the installation and commissioning phase that we had made the
right choice. We were and still are very satisfied. Krones has
definitely met our expectations.”
Krones (Thailand) Co Ltd
www.krones.co.th
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Stockfeed mill facility being built for Weston
Animal Nutrition
Weston Animal Nutrition (WAN) operates three feed
mills across Australia and New Zealand as part of
Mauri, a Division of George Weston Foods (GWF).
GWF is one of Australia and New Zealand’s largest
food manufacturers employing over 6000 people across
58 sites.
Establishing a new stockfeed mill in Hope Valley,
Western Australia, is an important project for WAN.
The project involves the design, construction and
commissioning of a feed mill capable of processing over
300,000 tonnes of WA grain per annum.
Wiley has been contracted as the Principal Contractor
to design and construct the new facility. Brandon Miller,
Chief Strategy Officer at Wiley, said, “We’re very excited to be
engaged in this project and the ongoing opportunity it provides
our business. We’re really pleased to be working with WAN
to help deliver this world-class facility.”
WAN General Manager Ian Fairbairn added, “This facility
will bring modern feed production capability to WA. With
increased capacity and manufacturing flexibility the new feed
mill allows Weston Animal Nutrition to service our customers
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with high-quality animal nutrition solutions well into the
future. The Western Australian Government supports the new
feed mill as a key part of expanding opportunities for Western
Australian agriculture into the future.”
Construction is underway on the Hope Valley site and the
facility is scheduled to be operational midway through 2022.
Wiley & Co Pty Ltd
www.wiley.com.au

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Gear units and motor
packages
Sew Eurodrive’s gear units and motors can provide
additional protection against typical corrosive agents
in industrial environments, such as moisture, oils, dirt
and chemicals, than what is provided as standard.
Additional treatments and special materials allow
these devices to be used even in extreme conditions. Use the range of drives in any atmosphere,
from those with low moisture and contaminants to
environments with regular wet cleaning using acidic
and caustic agents.
The range’s surface protection levels range from
standard to levels OS1* to OS3*. With the ASEPTICplus
package, OS4* is set as standard.
The XCO drive package is even going further. The
tin-nickel surface protection prevents coating from
coming off and provides a stainless steel-like appearance. This XCO surface protection is an essential feature of the XCO drive package. In addition,
the package includes among others stainless steel
screws, IS connectors and motors in IP69K degree
of protection.
With its XCO (eXtreme Corrosion Option) drive
package, the surface protection is specifically intended for the food and beverage industry to protect
the user’s drives and products even in extreme
ambient conditions.
The XCO tin-nickel surface protection is extremely corrosion resistant and at the same time food-safe.
The surface is scratch-resistant and has a hardness
of 645 HV, which is designed to ensure coatings
don’t come off.
SEW-Eurodrive Pty Ltd
www.sew-eurodrive.com.au
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Weight price labeller
The Ishida Weigh Price Labeller (WPL-AI) is a specialist
machine for labelling packed products which are priced
by weight. It is designed to offer accurate, dynamic
weighing, which allows users to weigh products at high
speed (100 packs/min), while making precise calculation
of price in accordance with weights.

PROCESSING

Featuring an integrated check weigher with reject
system and an integrated metal detector, the machine
also links into the processing centre’s ERP system for
rapid updating and collection of production data.

Food-compatible filament for 3D printing
Developed by igus, the iglidur I151 is a blue, food-compatible tribo-filament for
3D printing of special parts which has an optimal coefficient of friction and wear.
The tribo-filament is a refinement of the easy-to-machine igus iglidur I150 allrounder filament. Because it is blue, it can be used to manufacture special parts
that are optically detectable in the food industry. Food compatibility according
to the FDA and to EU Regulation 10/2011 also qualifies the polymer for use in
the food and cosmetics industries.
igus has included iglidur I150, its all-rounder material, in its 3D printing

Food processors can benefit from the accurate and
repeatable label positioning on products, quick product
changeovers and reduced operating costs, thanks to direct
thermal printing.
The system allows users to run different products at the
same time in the one machine and use up to two upper
printers and two under printers, thanks to Ishida’s label
cassettes printers.
Applications include fresh produce, frozen produce,

materials range since 2017. The filament is easy to use with conventional

meat, poultry and seafood, and dairy.

3D printers. This allows special parts to be manufactured quickly and cost-

Heat and Control Pty Ltd

effectively with the FDM process.

www.heatandcontrol.com

The new tribo-filament is suitable for printing components with wear resistance.
Because the material is enriched with solid lubricants, no additional lubrication
is necessary. This rules out any contamination hazard. The printed components
comply with the requirements of the FDA and of EU Regulation 10/2011, making
them suitable for use in the food and cosmetics industries. The blue colour
provides the required optical detectability.
iglidur I151 can be used with any 3D printer that can be set to a nozzle
temperature of 250°C.
The filament can be ordered as roll material. Users can also commission the
igus 3D printing service to manufacture their wear-resistant special parts.
Treotham Automation Pty Ltd
www.treotham.com.au

Aseptic drive range
Altra Motion brand Bauer now offers a range of AsepticDrives that have asynchronous motors with a
hygienic design that is suitable for the food and beverage industry. In particular, washdown applications.
With a fan-free design and no cooling ribs, the motor has a completely smooth outer casing which
is sealed by a matching non-drive end shield. The smooth surface can be cleaned simply and effectively without allowing any pockets of dirt to accumulate.
A stainless steel round connector comes as standard, which allows a quick and simple electrical
connection of the motor. This connector contains not only the motor contacts but also those of the
thermistors. The hygienic concept is also ensured due to the smooth surface of the connector.
Other features include: easy-to-clean design allowing cleaning agents to drain off completely; dirt traps are avoided; re-infection points avoided
around the motor; the fan-free design means no air turbulence occurs; high degree of protection IP 67 as standard (optional with IP 69K); with
acid and alkali resistant paint; and motor windings equipped as standard with thermistors and class F insulation.
Suitable for frequency inverter duty, the motor is available in optional solid or hollow shaft in stainless steel V4A (1.4571) and can be easily fitted
onto any gear in the BG, BF, BK or BS series.
Altra Motion Australia Pty Ltd
www.altramotionaustralia.com
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HRS focuses
on products for
juice processing
At the end of last year, HRS Heat Exchangers
launched its I Series of products for depacking and remelting frozen orange juice.
However, the I Series is just the latest in a
long line of equipment specifically designed
for the production of high-quality fruit- and
orange-juice, including conventional and ohmic
pasteurisation technology.
The HRS I Series uses existing HRS heat
exchanger technologies (including HRS DTA
Double Tube and HRS MI Multitube heat
exchangers) together with an ice crusher to
re-melt both large and small chunks of ice,
providing optimal rates of heat transfer and
energy efficiency.
The HRS I Series consists of two elements,
the IC Series which de-packs and crushes frozen
products from lined 200-litre drums, and the

IM series which melts the frozen product. The
IC Series features a roller conveyor which feeds
individual drums into a tipper that empties them
into the crusher. Here, a specially designed
spiked roller crushes the solid ice into an icy
slush, which is then transferred to the IM Series
re-melting device which raises the temperature
of the juice from frozen to around 4°C in 90
seconds. From here, the cold liquid juice can be
pumped to a holding tank, or straight into the
next process step.
The next step is usually pasteurisation of the
juice, with High Temperature Short Time (HTST)
pasteurisation (flash pasteurisation) being the
preferred technique for premium quality juice.
The HRS series of MI/MR pasteurisers uses
a food-grade, multi-tube corrugated tube heat
exchanger to speed up the heat transfer, while

A turnkey pasteurisation
system supplied to a client
in Mexico including ohmic
pasteurisation technology.

HRS is now able to offer clients
complete juice processing solutions
using the latest technology. More
information on HRS’s products for
orange juice processing, including
the HRS I Series, will be available
at Stand S16 at foodpro 2021 in
Sydney from 10 to 13 October 2021.
the corrugated tubes create extra turbulence in
the juice as it flows through.
However, there is also increasing interest in
new novel pasteurisation techniques, such as
ohmic heating, which uses electricity to heat
the product rapidly and uniformly, has been
scientifically shown to be highly effective at
inactivating bacteria, yeast and moulds while
maintaining the flavours and quality of fruit juice.
The ohmic system works by passing
electricity between two electrodes in the
product in a 1 m ceramic tube, so the electricity
must pass through the product. The result
is that the juice is heated up to 105°C within
one second. It is then held at this temperature
for four seconds before being cooled. Ohmic
technology itself is not new, but this system
uses the latest electronics to ensure that the
temperature curve is exceptionally smooth,
which not only helps to preserve product quality
but also improves process efficiency.
Last year, HRS supplied an ohmic
pasteurisation system to a juice manufacturer
in Mexico. The system is capable of treating
18,000 litres (18 tonnes) of juice each hour, and
once pasteurised, the juice is rapidly cooled
using an HRS MI Series stainless steel shell
and tube heat exchanger. The product is initially
cooled by water, with the recovered energy
being used elsewhere in the process, while a
final cooling phase with glycol achieves a final
product temperature of 2–4°C.
As well as systems for handling frozen
concentrate and pasteurising juice, HRS
also provides a range of equipment for other
aspects of fruit juice production, including
storage tanks (from 2500 to 50,000 litres
made to client’s bespoke specifications),
pumps and aseptic fillers. The HRS BP
Series is a purpose-designed, reciprocating,
positive-displacement pump for sanitary food
applications. In addition, the HRS AF Series
Aseptic Filler is designed with one or two
automatic filling heads to fill a range of bulk
packs between 200 and 1400 litres.

HRS Heat Exchangers Australia New Zealand
www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/au/

Ultrasonic flowmeter
The KATflow 100 is suitable for permanent flow metering ap-
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plications. The flowmeter has a reduced specification for applications where the benefits of the more advanced KATflow
150 and KATflow 170 are not required. Its small size also allows
installing the flowmeter in areas where the KATflow 150 would
not be practical.
The transmitter electronics are housed in a robust wall- or
pipe-mounted aluminium enclosure and can be powered by
AC or DC power supplies. Despite
its relative simplicity, the KATflow

Liquid nozzle for cooling, washing
and rinsing

100 still offers the user a wide
range of input, output and communication interfaces such as RS

EXAIR’s 3/8″ FullStream Liquid Atomizing Spray Nozzle provides

485, Modbus and the more tradi-

a full cone spray pattern for pressurised liquids. The versatile

tional 4–20 mA and Open Collec-

nozzle is suitable for cooling, cleaning, washing, rinsing and dust

tor pulse.

suppression applications for industry. With a vaneless, tangential

One of the key features of the

flow design, the nozzle has wide open internal features to resist

device is its flexibility. The software

clogging while simultaneously producing uniform distribution in

and hardware platform allows the

a round pattern with medium-to-large droplets. The compact,

configuration of the new flowmeter

right-angle design operates at up to 250 PSIG liquid pressure,

to suit specific customer require-

and functions seamlessly with liquids containing particulate.

ments. In its simplest format, the

The liquid is supplied directly into the body of the nozzle,

KATflow 100 can be supplied as

creating a swirling action within a vortex chamber. This vortex

a blind instrument with commis-

produces the desired spray pattern when the machined nozzle

sioning carried out using a hand-

breaks the liquid surface tension, and exits the orifice in a round,

held programming tool.
As with all other Katronic models, the KATflow 100 offers an

controlled spray angle.
Stainless steel construction provides durability and corrosion

intuitive instrument menu and Setup Wizard, which guides the

resistance, with operating temperatures up to 427°C.

user step by step through the meter configuration. The correct

Compressed Air Australia Pty Ltd

installation of the clamp-on sensors on the pipe is made easy

www.caasafety.com.au

by the incorporated Audible Sensor Positioning Assistant, which
gives the user visual and audible indications during sensor
mounting.
As an optional item, it can be configured for heat quantity
measurement. By using two of the available slots, the meter
can accommodate two PT100 temperature sensors. When
equipped with this feature, the KATflow 100 incorporates measured flow and temperature values delivered by two PT100
sensors into heat flow and heat quantity.
All KATflow clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters apply ultrasonic transit-time measurement technology. This enables the
instruments to provide reliable flow data for almost any liquid
regardless of its electric conductivity.
AMS Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd
www.ams-ic.com.au
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Food processing cleanroom
certification
Camfil Australia is a NATA accredited facility that complies with the
requirements of ISO/IEC 17025:2017 for the supply of services in the
mechanical testing field. It provides on-site NATA accredited testing
and certification services to help organisations meet and maintain
Australian standards for controlled environments, and ensure the
tion control equipment.
The organisation’s national team of technicians are familiar with
positive pressure cleanroom environments and can perform various
compliance tests to validate cleanrooms to meet Australian Standard
specifications, ISO cleanroom classifications and relevant state or
industry requirements for critical food processing installations.
The Australia certified on-site technicians can test and validate
cleanroom equipment, including clean workstations, laminar flow cabinets, weighing booths and packaging equipment.
The technicians can also replace HEPA filters within your existing cleanroom installations and equipment, and perform
HEPA filter integrity testing and certification to meet Australian Standards, state healthcare regulation and industry
requirements.
Camfil Australia Pty Ltd
www.camfil.com.au

Homogeneous and modular
conveyor belting for direct
food contact
BMA Belting’s collaboration with world class manufacturers Volta Belting
Technology and Modutech Modular Belting provides the most comprehensive range
of customised hygienic light weight belting for Australia’s processed food industry.
Volta’s patented sprocket driven Superdrive and DualDrive designs incorporates
strict hygienic standards with minimal maintenance and running costs, making it
the most ideal option for all unpackaged food processing conveyors.
Volta’s Metal Detectable range of positive driven hygienic belting and weldable
profiles bring a new level of confidence to Food Manufactures and the peace of mind that foreign objects from their belting
assets will not make it into finished products.
Modutech offer combinable modular belting designs, materials, and accessories with the advantages of resilience in difficult
environments, sterilisation, low maintenance and easy installation. The belts are
secured with full- length hinge rods and driven through plastic sprockets and
come in a range of pitches and durability.
All

products

assembled

in

are

fabricated

Australia;

or

proudly

Australian owned for over 35 years!

www.bmabelting.com.au
www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Profile scanner for 100% inline
quality control of chocolate
bar production
Food manufacturers focus on achieving
production excellence and quality control
to ensure 100% customer satisfaction. For
chocolate bar manufacturers, it is primarily
determined by the shape and dimension of the
finished product. Traditionally, these checks are
manually conducted by the operator, which is
both time-consuming and ineffective.
Sensors technology has tremendously
advanced in the last decade and they are integral
to support industrial transformation towards
achieving full automation. The non-contact
optical laser profile scanner is ideal for quality
control applications and can be easily integrated
with the production and manufacturing
environment.
As a leading sensor and instrumentation
provider in Oceania, Bestech Australia supplies
precision sensor technology from Micro-Epsilon
to support the industrial testing requirement in
Australia and New Zealand. The scanCONTROL
2960-100 laser profile scanner measures at
high speed and can be 100% controlled in the
production line.

Benefits of integrating laser
profile scanners in production
environment
The laser profile scanners operate based on
the principle of “Laser Line Triangulation.”
The position or profile of the detected object
is calculated based on the location where the
laser beam falls in the detector.
These profile sensors have a compact
design, allowing them to be easily integrated
with restricted or hard-to-access space.
They also offer highly stable and precise
measurement on high-speed applications up
to 10kHz due to their dynamic sensor matrix
in the sensing elements. The operators can
perform the necessary set-up and write
customised program through the easy-to-use
web interface
The

scanner

measurements

are

not

affected by the colour or contrast of the
chocolate, as the red laser generates stable
measurements on almost all surfaces and
fast-changing objects. Therefore, users can
be confident that the data’s quality is reliable
and repeatable.
This sensor can be used to develop an
integrated scanning system to allow for
100% inspection of finished products. The
profile scanner can be connected to the
draw wire encoder to improve accuracy and

bars. The ScanCONTROL software was used
to set up the sensor throughput rate to more
than 60 m/min. The results are transmitted
to the scanCONTROL configuration software
to allow automated inspection based on
predefined parameters.
The sensor transmits the generated OK or
NOK signal to the control system. It allows
for automated product inspection which gives
the operators time-flexibility to focus on other
workloads.
As the inspection process is inline and
fully automated, the system can operate with
higher reliability and precision. This capability
nullifies the chances of human errors and
unnecessary interventions. It also ensures
100% checking of product quality as the
random sample checks are replaced with a
real-time inspection to increase production
and achieve better results. It also significantly
reduces product wastage as the operators can
immediately make necessary adjustments
should an error is detected.
The scanCONTROL scanners have a
maximum measuring range of 200mm, which
would be sufficient for most applications
in the food industry. It should be noted
that customers may need to use special
protective housing for applications in the food
and production environment.

repeatability. This ensures that the sensor
measures at an even distance, regardless of
the conveyor’s speed.

Easy integration and installation
These high-speed lasers are attached to the
pillars of conveyor belts to enable non-contact
profile detection of the finished chocolate
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Bestech Australia Pty Ltd
www.bestech.com.au
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South Korean–Japanese multinational Lotte has been making
its Yukimi Daifuku dessert since 1981. The vanilla ice cream
balls wrapped in soft, chewy mochi rice cake have become
popular in many Japanese households.
However, as production increased, achieving the consistent
texture, quality and taste that the product is known for
became harder to maintain. To solve this challenge Lotte has
introduced Mitsubishi Electric’s e-F@ctory to the production
of Yukimi Daifuku.
“Before introducing e-F@ctory, there was an issue of
inconsistency of the rice cake quality,” said Hiroshi Sugimoto,
Manager of the Facilities Department at Lotte’s Urawa Plant.
“When wrapping the ice cream, the hardness of rice cake
used to vary depending on the temperature and water content.
Some operations were dependent on people, and losses arose
out of the need to finely adjust the machine parameters,” he said.
“The e-F@ctory system allows us to conduct improvement
activities such as enhancing the operating rate, stabilising
quality and optimising staffing for production activities. The
extendibility of the system, depending on what we want to
do, was also appealing.”
At each of the Yukimi Daifuku production lines, the state
of the product and the operating status of the machines is
collected by PLCs installed in each process. Vast amounts
of data, such as vibration data from the rice cake hopper to
data from the conveying inverters, is collected. All of the data
can be understood in real time, not only through the overall
SCADA monitoring system installed in the control room but
also through on-site computer displays.
“By introducing this system, data became centralised,
making it possible to view and investigate conditions
whenever we want,” said Hiroshi Akimoto, Section Manager
of Facilities Department at the Urawa Plant.
“Because the data volume is extremely high, having all
the data centralised in one place has a positive effect. One
big benefit is that we can now gather and analyse data and

conduct data diagnostics using a real-time
data analyser. This system not only helps
us stabilise the state of the rice cakes used
for the Yukimi Daifuku, but also promotes
improvement activities within the plant.”
Akimoto said another benefit is the
adjustment of the blending ratio of rice cake
and ice cream.
The process was previously done by
experienced operators, who monitored the
state of the rice cakes as they came out of the
wrapping machine by kneading them with
their fingers.
“We thought it would be great if we
could automate this process. By automating
such processes, which were conventionally
performed based on human senses, and by
capturing signs of any poor quality of the
wrapped rice cakes beforehand, we can
eliminate problems. That was our ultimate goal.”
Executive Director & Plant Manager of Urawa Plant
Takayuki Manako said another critical part of the process
occurs when adding cold ice cream to a warm rice cake.
“This technical aspect of combining a cold item with a
warm one in a good balance is what makes Yukimi Daifuku a
complex product. But I think this challenge is something that
inspires us to find new ways to overcome it,” Manako said.
“The temperature in the manufacturing room varies all
year round. We strive to maintain consistent conditions, but
at the same time, we try to create even better conditions. We
introduced the e-F@ctory manufacturing concept with the
expectation of realising this in the future.”
Manako said in the course of daily production, machines
do not operate in the same condition every day as experienced
staff members checked and adjusted the settings of the
machines.
“With e-F@ctory, we can visualise the condition of
machines, and the machines themselves can issue instructions
to make adjustments. Another thing is that maintenance and
failures are unavoidable with machines. We expect that these
can also be better managed by using e-F@ctory’s symptom
management features.”
The use of IoT has only just been introduced to the
production of the rice cake dessert; however, the Urawa Plant
has many other lines making chocolates and ice creams.
Manako said his team aims to horizontally deploy this system
and construct a smart plant in which ‘symptom management’
and ‘operating rate improvement’ are implemented on
numerous lines.
“Stable plant operation and manpower savings will
eventually make a major contribution in terms of costs and so
on. If we consider Lotte as a whole, our goal is to evolve this
technology further and extend it to other plants.”
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Ice cream maker’s chewy encounter with data analytics

Mitsubishi Electric Australia
www.mitsubishi-electric.com.au
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to fight COVID-19 spread

Q

ueensland University of Technology (QUT) air-quality expert Distinguished Professor Lidia Morawska
is leading an international call for a ‘paradigm
shift’ in combating airborne pathogens such as
COVID-19, demanding universal recognition that infections
can be prevented by improving indoor ventilation systems.
Professor Morawska led a group of almost 40 researchers
from 14 countries in a call published in Science for a shift
in standards in ventilation requirements equal in scale to the
transformation in the 1800s when cities started organising
clean water supplies and centralised sewage systems.
The international group of air quality researchers called
on the World Health Organisation to extend the indoor air
quality guidelines to include airborne pathogens and to recognise the need to control hazards of airborne transmission
of respiratory infections.
“We need to establish the foundations to ensure that the air
in our buildings is clean with a significantly reduced pathogen
count, contributing to the building occupants’ health, just as
we expect for the water coming out of our taps,” Professor
Morawska said.
“Mandated building ventilation standards need to include
higher airflow, filtration and disinfection rates, and monitors
that allowed the public to observe the quality of air around
them. We should have virus-free air indoors.”
Professor Morawska said applying ventilation standards to
food processing plants follows the same general principles as
applying them to other types of indoor environments. “The
key is that ventilation provided is sufficient and effective.
Sufficient means enough of it. Effective means everywhere
within the indoor space and such that air doesn’t flow from
person to person.”
According to Professor Morawska, the amount of sufficient
ventilation in relation to infection transmission in any particular indoor environment (including food processing plants)
is assessed by using risk assessment models and tools, which
take into account the characteristics of the space (in particular
size), number of people, respiratory activities conducted (quiet
breathing versus talking, etc) and the amount of time spend
there. Based on this, ventilation requirements are calculated
74
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to keep the infection risk
below the acceptable level,
she said.
Professor Morawska said
response efforts to combat
airborne viruses were currently too weak because
airborne infections were
harder to trace than food or
waterborne outbreaks.
“We’ve provided strong
evidence that airborne transmission spreads infections,
so there should be international ventilation standards that
control pathogens,” she said.
“Most minimum ventilation standards outside of specialised
health care and research facilities only control for odour, CO2
levels, temperature and humidity.
“Ventilation systems with higher airflow rates and which
distribute clean, disinfected air so that it reaches the breathing zone of occupants must be demand controlled and thus
be flexible.
“Wide use of monitors displaying the state of indoor air
quality must be mandated too, because the general public
currently have no way of knowing the condition of indoor
spaces they occupy and share with others.
“None of this means that every indoor space should become
a biosafety facility, but a building should be designed and
operated according to its purpose and activities conducted
there, so that airborne infection risk stays below an acceptable level.”
While detailed economic analysis was yet to be done, Professor Morawska said estimates suggested necessary investments
in building systems may be less than 1% of the construction
cost of a typical building.
“The benefits are beyond infectious disease transmission.
Improved indoor air quality may reduce workplace absenteeism, ‘sick building syndrome’ and allergic reactions.
“The reduction in productivity losses alone may cover the
cost of any ventilation changes.”

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Image credit: QUT
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Call for new ventilation standards

Hard anodised
finish for machinery
equipment
Properly protected parts are the key to keeping your equipment running — and most
importantly, keeping your production going
and your orders flowing. Food processing
equipment, such as machinery, conveyors,
pipes, nozzles and funnels, needs to be

PROCESSING

kept clean, free from substance build-ups
and protected against wear and degradation that can hinder performance or cause
breakdowns.
The DecoUltra ZD tough, hard anodised
finish from DECO Australia is a suitable coating to add strength and extra protection to machine
parts. Safe for food contact applications and designed to withstand abrasion, chemicals and corrosion, it is designed to protect aluminium parts, preventing wear and reducing the frequency of
repair and replacement.
The product is formulated using Zero Degree hard anodising technology, which ‘grows’ a dense,
hardwearing aluminium oxide layer into and out of the surface of the aluminium parts. The resultant coating is part of the component itself, and therefore is designed to not chip, peel or blister,
and is hard enough to ensure optimum protection.
DECO Australia
www.deco.net.au/protective-coatings

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Carton packing
machine
KHS Group’s Innopack Kisters CNP
(Carton Nature Packer) processes can
toppers made of cardboard at a rate
of up to 108,000 cans/h.

PROCESSING

The machine has been designed as
a modular system that can be individually added to as and when required. This means that operators can switch to different cardboard materials or alter the
pack size, among other options.
The cardboard can toppers are available in two sustainable versions — closed (TopClip) and open (GreenClip).
Adhesive is not used during processing; the pack is kept stable by the punched and folded cardboard topper.
It can also be integrated into existing lines as the first 6 m of the machine are identical to the Innopack Nature MultiPack.
KHS Pacific Pty Ltd
www.khs.com

Industrial alert module
ICP DAS’s ALM-04-MRTU module features RS-485 connection and supports
Modbus RTU protocol.
The controller can incorporate RS-485 connectivity into the monitoring and
control system, which enables effective integration to monitor in SCADA software and HMI.
The ALM-04-MRTU includes four channels isolated DI, with eight alarm
modes, one channel relay output and one audio line out.
Its Micro SD (T-Flash) stores all files and configurations, including any MP3
audio format (44.1 kHz/128 kbps is preferred) files.
The product supports panel mounting, wall mounting and DIN-rail. It can
also function seamlessly in tough conditions, since it has an operating temperating of -20 ~ +75°C, with
humidity levels of 10~ 95% RH (non-condensing).
Subsequently, the ALM-04-MRTU can be utlilised for many applications, including building automation,
security automation, machine automation, factory automation, testing equipment and fire alarm systems.
ICP DAS Co Ltd
www.icpdas.com

Protect your product, brand & customers
from foreign metal contamination
with certified

RE80 MAGNETIC
SEPARATION SYSTEMS
™

Now with NEW DURA-SLIK
Abrasion-Reduction Technology
TM

RISK REDUCTION

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

PRODUCT PURITY

BRAND NAME PROTECTION

CONTACT US TODAY!
+61 2 4272 5527
magnets@magnattackglobal.com

PRODUCT SECURITY
WHEN RELIABILITY MATTERS
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Heat exchanger modules
The Evotube shell-and-tube heat exchanger modules are
suitable for several products that have different flow behaviours (also with particle/fibre content). For example, any
kind of juice; milk, milk-based mixed drinks, soy milk; and
beverages containing particles/fibres.
The heat transfer units can be customised to match the
product characteristics involved in each project.
The modules use cross-corrugated tubes making them
suitable for viscous products. The tubes require shorter

PROCESSING

heat-up and cool-down phases, which reduces the thermal
impact on the product. The tubes are designed to break up
the laminar boundary layer in the product flow, thus ensuring high turbulence and heat transfer capacities over a wide
performance and viscosity profile.
The customised units are designed to improve the retention of the product’s taste, vitamin content and colour.
The cross-corrugated-tube technology also enables the
space required for the heat exchanger to be reduced by up
to 30%.
Krones (Thailand) Co Ltd
www.krones.co.th

Capsicum
decoring
machine
KRONEN has introduced the
PDS4L capsicum decoring and
cutting system to its portfolio.
The machine automatically processes capsicums in large quantities
by halving or quartering them. It enables efficient processing
with high capacity: per cycle, four capsicums are placed at
the same time. This means that up to 60 capsicums/min or
3600/h can be processed.
The capsicums are manually placed on a servomotoroperated belt with product holders, which transports them
to the decoring and cutting station. The products are conveyed
step by step (electrically by start/stop) so that they can be
positioned.
KRONEN
www.kronen.eu/en
www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Tailor-made oil refining remotely installed

The GEA RSI 170 separator is
specifically designed for use by
the edible oil refinery industry.

Edible oil producer Oliyar had ambitious goals.
The Ukrainian company wanted to improve oil quality,
increase machine availability and process productivity, and
reduce fixed costs while keeping their up-front investment low
— all while dealing with a global pandemic.
GEA engineers came to the task and designed a tailor-made
refining line remotely as border restrictions rendered travel
impossible.
The engineers first had to identify an opportunity to improve
on the standard process for refining edible oils. This usually
involves two separate stages for water and special degumming.
In this case, the process was condensed.
“GEA did not offer a simple standard solution, but instead
designed the new refining process to our exact needs and
specifications. As [a] result, we can now handle both water
degumming and special degumming in one stage,” explained
Taras Tsybuh, Production Manager at Oliyar.
GEA RSI separators feature GEA’s ‘finetuner’ technology,
which allows for settings to be adjusted during processing to
account for natural variation in oil compositions. Customers like

Oliyar leverage this feature because it allows them to maximise
yield while consistently meeting quality specifications. The
finetuner also increases a plant’s flexibility, given a single
separator can carry out all refining processes.
The integrated direct drive feature of the separators also
eliminates the need for gears and belts. The company said this
can deliver significant energy savings compared to gear-driven
machines while reducing maintenance and downtime.
To ensure on-time delivery, the German team set up an
intensive training schedule for their Ukrainian colleagues via
videoconferencing.
“We guided the Ukrainian team through the entire
commissioning process so they could repeat it at the customer’s
facility successfully,” Birger Horns, Deputy Head of Business
Line Renewables at GEA, said.
“The results have exceeded our expectations, both in terms
of throughput capacity and separation results — and even better
than promised in the original KPIs,” Taras Tsybuh said.
GEA Group
www.geagroup.com.au

F&B screw pump
The Alfa Laval Twin Screw Pump comes in three new model sizes optimised
to handle lower flow rates for hygienic applications across the dairy, food and
beverage industries.
Built on a platform that meets stringent hygienic standards, the pump is also
capable of handling both product transfer and cleaning-in-place (CIP).
Its low pulsation characteristics and solids handling capability reduce the risk of
product damage, thereby improving product quality. Maintenance is simplified and
process uptime increased.
Alfa Laval Pty Ltd
www.alfalaval.com.au
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Wastewater treatment system
easy to operate for regional food
production company
Australian wastewater treatment company,
Aerofloat, is known for collaborating
with clients seeking an environmentally
sustainable solution for their business.
Aerofloat
recently
worked
with
innovative plant-based meat company,
v2food, to design and install a wastewater
treatment system to support its Wodonga
manufacturing centre.
With the company rapidly growing and
diversifying, it required a robust treatment
system to ensure efficient management
of its wastewater that could keep up with
growth. HSE Manager at v2food, Scott
Harbridge, said Aerofloat was the preferred
wastewater treatment choice, thanks to its
clear design and installation process.
“Aerofloat brought a robust solution to
the table. We could clearly envision the endproduct thanks to the 3D CAD designs they
offered prior to installation,” said Harbridge.
“Any site challenges were addressed
at the design stage and there were no
surprises with the system at the time of
installation” he added.
Aerofloat designed and installed inline
manual screens, wastewater flow balancing
tanks totalling 100m3 capacity, as well as
pH correction and controlled discharge
to sewer. The aerated and mixed balance
tanks blended and hydraulically balanced
the incoming wastewater for v2food.
Recent results confirmed that the system
is producing wastewater well in spec, great
news for v2food.

“Aerofloat’s system is simple to operate —
we’ve also had Aerofloat’s engineers down
to service the system every few months
with excellent results. Having that ongoing
relationship is also a great way for our
operators to upskill and to also understand the
mechanics of the system,” said Harbridge.
The system was fitted with intelligent HMI
and remote monitoring capabilities to allow the
v2food team operators access to the system
even when not on site. It also ensures v2food
can call on Aerofloat’s engineers in Sydney
to identify issues and manage the system
remotely if required.
“Being in Wodonga, it’s nice to know we
can call on Aerofloat’s expertise in Sydney via
remote login if needed,” added Harbridge.
Food consumption trends globally are
unsustainable if the population continues to
grow at the current rate.
v2food is using the latest science from
CSIRO to make delicious and nutritious plantbased food that looks and tastes like meat. The
company recently signed with Woolworths and
Coles to distribute its Australian-made plantbased mince, burger patties and sausages. It
also provides the plant-based meat for Hungry
Jack’s Rebel Whopper burger, and collaborates
with a number of food delivery giants including

Aerofloat has a number of sustainable
projects under its belt; working with v2food
made sense.
“We really commend the work v2food
is doing for the environment. Creating an
alternative to meat-based food fits our
innovative thinking and aspirations to improve
the environment globally,” said Michael
Anderson, Aerofloat’s Operations Manager.
“We enjoy working with clients that push
the status quo. v2food’s vision to create a
sustainable food source for our planet fits
our own vision for sustainable wastewater
solutions,” added Anderson.
Aerofloat is an Australian-owned and operated
family business that offers standardised
plants or custom-designed solutions utilising
patented Aerofloat technology, as well as other
leading-edge products to address a range of
wastewater treatment requirements for the
food and beverage industry.
Aerofloat’s
engineers
specialise
in
wastewater treatment and will either
use standard plants or custom design a
wastewater treatment solution based on
the client’s requirements. Utilising 3D
CAD modelling, proprietary technology and
innovative engineering, Aerofloat uses clever
designs to address a range of challenges.

Marley Spoon.
According to v2food’s CEO and Founder,
Nick Hazell: “Population growth is set to reach
10 billion people by the year 2050. Planet
Earth’s resources would need to double to
feed the population with animal meat alone.”

Aerofloat (Australia) Pty Ltd
www.aerofloat.com.au
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case study

A fermented pork snack — Nem Chua — is eaten raw but does
not cause food poisoning when prepared correctly. This is
because ‘friendly’ bacteria that thrive in the fermented meat
make a special compound that destroys more dangerous
bacteria. Now researchers at RMIT University have shown
how this natural bacteria-killing compound could be used to
keep food fresh for longer and have potential food industry
applications.
Co-lead researcher Professor Oliver Jones said changes
in consumer habits have led to a greater demand for natural
alternatives to artificial food preservatives.
“Scientists have known about these bacteria-killing
compounds for many years, but the challenge is to produce
them in large enough quantities to be used by the food
industry,” said Prof Jones, Associate Dean of Biosciences
and Food Technology at RMIT.
“The Nem Chua compound is colourless, odourless,
tasteless and very resilient.
“Through this new research, we’ve identified the right
growth conditions that would enable us to make it in large
amounts, potentially at industrial scales.
“With further development, we hope this could be an
effective, safe and all-natural solution for both food waste
and foodborne disease.”
The RMIT research team was inspired to investigate Nem
Chua for its potential antibacterial properties after travelling
to Vietnam and observing people eating the raw meat snack
without getting sick, despite the hot and humid climate.
The team, led by Professor Andrew Smith (now at Griffith
University) and Dr Bee May, discovered a new type of
bacteria-killing compound in Nem Chua.
Plantacyclin B21AG is one of a group of compounds
known as bacteriocins, which are produced by bacteria to
destroy rival bacterial strains.

Bacteriocins form holes in the membranes of target
bacteria. This causes the contents of the cell to leak out —
effectively killing the bacteria.
The problem is that most bacteriocins only work against
one or two types of bacteria and they are not very stable in
different environmental conditions. Only one — Nisin, which
came to market in the 1960s — is currently licensed for use
as a food preservative, in a market estimated to be worth
more than US$513 million in 2020, but this compound is
temperature and pH sensitive, limiting its use.
The Nem Chua-derived compound is claimed to be
more robust than Nisin and effective against a wide range
of bacteria, even after exposure to a range of environments
typical in food processing. It can survive being heated to
90°C for 20 minutes and remains stable across high and low
pH levels.The compound can also destroy a range of diseasecausing organisms commonly found in food — including
Listeria, which can survive refrigeration and even freezing.
Co-lead researcher Dr Elvina Parlindungan, who
completed the study as part of her PhD research at RMIT,
is now a postdoctoral fellow at APC Microbiome, part of
University College Cork in Ireland.
“Using bacteriocins as food preservatives effectively
means we are turning bacteria’s own toxic weapons against
them — harnessing nature’s smart solutions to tackle our big
challenges,” Dr Parlindungan said.
“In the future, these compounds might also be useful as
an antibiotic in human medicine.”
Researchers at RMIT’s School of Science have begun
experimenting with methods to further purify the compound
and are planning to incorporate it into test food products.
The team is keen to collaborate with potential industry
partners to further develop the technology.
The study has been published in Process Biochemistry.

Listeria bacteria (green) dying after exposure to Plantacyclin
B21AG. The bumps visible on many of the cells are the
cell contents beginning to leak out.

Left: Listeria bacteria, alive and with intact cell membranes.
Right: The same bacteria after exposure to Plantacyclin
B21AG, dead and with the cell membranes destroyed.

Image credit: Dr Elvina Parlindungan.
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Vietnamese snack
could hold key
to a natural food
preservative
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Detecting forbidden meats in
Halal food
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Researchers at Chulalongkorn University’s Halal Science
Center have developed an all-in-one strip test to quickly
detect the DNA of five forbidden meats in a single test.
Food tainted with certain types of meat is forbidden by
Islamic dietary law and is a major concern for Muslims,
with surveys showing that pork can regularly be found
mixed into beef in Thailand and other countries. These
concerns motivated the Halal Science Center to invent
a nucleic acid lateral flow assay (strip test) to detect
foreign meat contamination, which consumers and food
manufacturers can perform by themselves.
The strip test is a DNA technology, based on the
principle of chromatography and hybridisation, using a
membrane test strip made from nylon or nitrocellulose
that allows a solution to flow through its porous surface
freely. These membrane strips have a probe affixed to the
surface at a specific location. When the multiplex PCRamplified target DNA solution from food samples flows
through the immobilised probes, coagulation occurs and
forms colour bands on the chromogenic membrane (strip).
Apart from cutting processing time and cost, the strip
test detects traces of five prohibited meats in food (pork,
dog, cat, rodent and monkey) in one single test. The test
can be used with raw and cooked food, as well as other
ingredients.
“This innovation certainly addresses the concerns
that Muslim consumers and the general public have,”
said Anat Denyingyote, Assistant Director and Head of
Science and Technology Services Group, Halal Science
Center. “The strip test detects targeted DNA, so it can
yield a 100% accurate result within three hours, which
is much faster than sending the samples to the lab that
normally takes one to five business days. Moreover, it is
also easy to use, cheap and convenient.”
While strip test users are currently limited to business
operators, Halal inspection agencies and a few consumers
with a science background, the plan is to make the strip
test kit widely available at a cost that is claimed to be 10
times cheaper than a forensic lab test.
“We want Muslim consumers, the public and food
business operators to be able to perform the test on their
own at a reduced cost for safety and their peace of mind,”
Anat said.
“Next, we will further develop the strip test into a
comprehensive test kit capable of yielding faster results
that can be used for onsite detection.”
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Extending
the shelf
life of
foods with
a lactic acid
solution
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NEWS

The production of cheese results in large amounts
of the side stream whey: about 10 L of milk is used
to make 1 kg of cheese, leaving about 9 L of whey
leftover. Now scientists have discovered a way to make
valuable use of this by-product from cheese production
by creating a solution that can extend the shelf life of
certain food products.

R

esearchers at the National Food Institute, Technical University of Denmark have generated a lactic acid bacterium
that secretes a food-grade preservative — antimicrobial
peptide nisin — when grown on dairy waste.
Food-grade preservative nisin is approved for use in a number
of foods, where it can prevent the growth of certain spoilage microorganisms as well as microorganisms that can make consumers
unwell. For example, it can inhibit spore germination in canned
soups and prevent late-blowing defects in cheeses — without affecting its flavour.
In theory, nisin could even be added to fresh milk to extend its
shelf life. However, different countries have different rules stating
what types of products nisin may be added to and in what amounts.
Many dairies are already turning a profit by extracting protein
and lactose from the many tonnes of whey they generate, which
they use, for example, in infant formula and sports nutrition. What
is left behind from this can still be used to produce nisin.
In addition to ensuring better resource utilisation, there may be a
financial gain from producing nisin as most commercially available
nisin products contain 2.5% nisin and cost approximately $62/kg.
The work related to isolating the nisin-secreting lactic acid
bacteria has been described in further detail in a scientific article
in the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry.
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new food product
developments

From plant-based probiotics to cacaofruit chocolate, here’s a quick splash about some of the new food products
hitting the shelves.

Gelatissimo’s cold brew coffee gelato is prepared by steeping coffee
beans in water for up to 24 hours
to create a coffee concentrate. The
cold brew produces a smooth coffee
that contains less acidity than hot
brewed coffee. This is claimed to
provide a sweeter flavour with no
bitter aftertaste. The vegan gelato
uses oat milk specifically designed
to be paired with coffee.
https://gelatissimo.com.au

2
3

4

Wholefruit chocolate
Cacao Barry’s WholeFruit Evocao
couverture chocolate has a fruity
taste. With 40% less sugar than
most dark chocolates, it is made
from 100% pure cacaofruit — a
fruit of which 70% is normally
discarded as waste. Other flavours
are set to be released in 2022.
www.cacao-barry.com/en-OC

Garnish range

Bite-sized crackers

Monday Distillery dehydrates
artisan fruit and botanicals at
low temperatures to retain extra
colour, flavour, aroma and texture.
Everything is then packaged and
sealed to keep it fresh and bright.
The Garnish by Monday range
features dried cucumber, lemon,
lime, strawberry, pineapple and
orange twists that can be used for
tapas, cocktails or the distillery’s
zero alcohol drinks.
https://mondaydistillery.com

RITZ’s oven-baked Cracker Bites are bitesized versions of the company’s biscuit. The
new range comes in three flavours — classic,
cheddar cheese, and sour cream and onion.
www.ritzcrackers.com/products

Sparkling probiotic drink
PERKii’s non-fermented 100% plant-based Sparkling Probiotic Drink is bottled with one billion
plant-based probiotics, blended with natural
flavours and is only 45 calories per serve. First
developed at the University of
Queensland, PERKii’s Targeted
Release Probiotics are claimed to
be micro-shielded to resist stomach
acid up to 10,000 times stronger
than non-micro-shield probiotics.
The range has three flavours —
watermelon, mint cucumber and
ginger kick.
www.perkii.com

6
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Gluten-free
breakfast cereal
Endorsed by Coeliac Australia, the
Kellogg’s gluten-free range now
includes Coco Pops Gluten Free
and Sultana Bran Gluten Free, in
addition to Corn Flakes Gluten
Free, Special K Gluten Free and
Gluten Free breakfast biscuits.
Coco Pops Gluten Free are made
from gluten-free grains of puffed
rice with cocoa.
www.kelloggs.com.au
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Cold brew vegan gelato
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Chalmers University of Technology
researcher Haizhou Wu dips the side
stream parts of herring into a solution
made of ingredients including rosemary
extract and citric acid. The dip extends
the side streams’ shelf life, increasing
the possibilities to use them for food
products. Photographer: Xueqing Lei/
Chalmers tekniska högskola

and citric acid. Within the frame of a
European project called WaSeaBi, and
together with colleagues Haizhou Wu
and Mursalin Sajib, Undeland recently
published a scientific study exploring
the possibilities of the method.
The study was based on herring side
streams from Sweden Pelagic; however,
results obtained with dipping of cod
side streams from Royal Greenland also
confirm that rosemary-based antioxidant
mixtures are good at protecting against
oxidation. Therefore, the solution could
be used to prevent rancidity of different
kinds of fish side streams.
The results showed that dipping
the side stream parts from the herring
filleting process into the solution,
prior to storage, significantly extended
the time before rancidity developed.
At 20°C, the storage time could be
extended from less than half a day to
more than three and a half days, and at 0°C, from less than one
day to more than 11 days.
“And because the dipping solution covers the surface of side
stream parts with a thin layer of antioxidants, these are carried
over to the next stage of the process, providing more high-quality
minces, protein or oil ingredients,” Undeland explained.
To make the technology cost-effective, the possibility of reusing the solution was also investigated. Results showed that
even after re-using the solution up to 10 times, rancidity was
completely inhibited at 0°C. In addition, it was found that the
solution kept the fish haemoglobin in a form that was more stable and less reactive with the fatty acids, which the researchers
believe explains the decrease in oxidation.
The study, ‘Controlling hemoglobin-mediated lipid oxidation
in herring (Clupea harengus) co-products via incubation or dipping in a recyclable antioxidant solution’, was published with
open access in the journal Food Control.

Turning whole fish into

valuable food
with dipping solution

W

hen fish are filleted, more than half their weight
becomes a low-value ‘side stream’ that is often
wasted even though there is still plenty of valuable and nutritious parts of the fish left, such as
the backbones. Now, scientists from Chalmers University of
Technology, Sweden, have developed a special dipping solution, with ingredients including rosemary extract and citric acid,
which can extend the side streams’ shelf life. This provides food
processors with a useful window of extra time which can be
used to upgrade the side streams into valuable food products.
Techniques for upgrading these side streams to food products such as minces, protein isolates, hydrolysates and oils are
already available today. However, the big challenge is that the
unsaturated fatty acids found in fish are very sensitive to oxidative degradation, meaning that the quality starts to decrease
after just a few hours. This results in an unpleasant taste, odour,
colour and texture in the final product. The reason why side
stream parts from the fish such as backbones and heads are
so sensitive is because they are rich in blood, which in turn
contains the protein haemoglobin, which accelerates the fatty
acid degradation process.
“Our new technology offers a valuable window of time for
the producer, where the side streams remain fresh for longer and
can be stored or transported before being upgraded into various
food ingredients,” said Ingrid Undeland, Professor of Food Science at the Department of Biology and Biological Engineering
at Chalmers University of Technology.
The new technology is based on a dipping solution containing ingredients including, for example, rosemary extract
84
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Upcycling examples
Examples of valuable side streams from fish include, for example,
the backbones and heads, which are rich in muscle and therefore
suitable for fish mince or protein ingredients. As the belly flap
and intestines are rich in omega-3 fatty acids, they can be used
for oil production. The tail fin has a lot of skin, bones and connective tissue and is therefore well suited to, for example, the
production of marine collagen, which is a much sought after
ingredient on the market right now. In addition to food, marine
collagen is also used in cosmetics and ‘nutraceuticals’ with
documented good effects on the health of our joints and skin.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

On farm grain analyser
Next Instruments’ CropScan 3000X On Farm Whole Grain Analyser is designed
to accurately measure protein, moisture, oil and starch in wheat, barley, oats,
sorghum, corn, soybean, canola, lupins and peas. It is planned as the replacement for the CropScan 1000H Whole Grain Analyser.
While it uses the same optics and electronics, the 3000X is designed as a
compact version of the CropScan 3000B and 3000BT models.
The Cr3000X features a manually adjusted pathlength cell. Different grains require
different pathlengths. The previous system, the Cr1000H, used a set of inserts or

product development & testing

spacers to change the pathlength inside the grain flow cell. The latest version uses a
dial-up mechanism which allows the operator to select the appropriate pathlength. The
software prompts the operator to select the appropriate pathlength depending on the grain
or oil seed to be analysed.
The other advantage of the Cr3000X over the Cr1000H is the 7″ touch screen PC user interface, which
provides operators the ability to select unlimited products with up to five constituents for each product.
Next Instruments Pty Ltd
www.nextinstruments.net

Mid-infrared dairy analyser
Rapid and accurate analysis of raw materials is nec-

Metals and minerals analysis
instrument

essary for dairy processors to pay suppliers and to

The Thermo Scientific iCAP RQ ICP-MS instrument for metals and

ensure the quality of the final product. The LactoScope

minerals analysis is designed for high-throughput food testing labs.

FT-A NIR instrument provides both dairies and dairy

Featuring inductively coupled

processors of all sizes with real-time results to make

plasma mass spectrometry

critical on-the-go decisions.

(ICP-MS) elemental analysis

The versatile mid-infrared analyser can test a wide

technology, the instrument can

range of dairy products including raw milk (full/skim),

detect most of the periodic

whey, yoghurt mixes, ice cream, and flavoured and

table of elements at milligram

plant-based drinks. The instrument can measure key

to nanogram levels per litre.

quality parameters including fat, protein, lactose, total

Its intuitive hardware and

solids, added water and pH in as little as 30-45 s with

software design enables ease

a typical accuracy of under 1% CV.

of operation and minimises

Supplied pre-calibrated, the inclusion of the Intuitive

training requirements, while its

Result Plus Software allows for rapid imple-

simplicity and robustness help

mentation and minimal training of

streamline lab workflows and

quality personnel. The automatic

make it easy to achieve ‘right-

clean cycles and zeros maintain
the sample pumping unit and

All iCAP RQ ICP-MS analys-

measuring cell in optimal con-

ers are backed by a 12-month warranty and fully supported by

ditions, therefore improving the

Thermo Scientific’s region-wide network of factory-trained engineers

overall reliability and accuracy

and technicians.

of the instrument. The software

Key features include intuitive and user-friendly operation, open

is also compatible with LIMS Sys-

geometry architecture for easy peripheral connection, robust and

tems for seamless laboratory process-

low-maintenance operation, new sturdy design RF generator, and

ing and reporting.
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first-time’ results.

reliable hot and cold plasma operation.

Australasian Medical & Scientific Ltd

Thermo Fisher Scientific

www.amsl.com.au

thermofisher.com
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Complete filtration system
The Lafil 300 – LF30 is a complete filtration system combining an oil-free
vacuum pump with a filtration apparatus. The space-saving compact design
allows for optimal use of small bench space.
The unit is suitable for general filtration such as suspended solids
analysis and microbiological test.
The Lafil 300 Vacuum pump has a maximum flow rate of 20 L/min and
105 mbar vacuum. It comes equipped with a vacuum regulator and thermal protection.

Colony counting
solution
3M Food Safety introduces
the 3M Petrifilm Plate Reader
Advanced, an automation tech-

built-in overflow protection to keep filtrate from overflowing when the bottle is full. The quality plastic
construction makes the apparatus shatterproof and autoclavable.
Labtek
www.labtek.com.au

nology that gives food safety
professionals new options to
rapidly and accurately image,
count and document microbiological colonies on 3M Petrifilm
Plates indicator tests. By rapidly
automating the colony-counting
step of 3M Petrifilm Plates, the
device can save food safety labs
time and increase productivity.
The small, peripheral device
contains a 5 MP camera and

Spectroscopic Solutions
for the Milk & Dairy Industry

versatile barcode reader. It uses
fixed artificial intelligence networks to enumerate 3M Petrifilm
Plates. The plates are inserted
into the device, with imaging
and information automatically
displaying on a USB-connected
computer in 4–6 s, processing

NEW: MIRA – Infrared Milk Analyzer
High precision, pre-calibrated IR analyzer for raw
milk, standardized milk and liquid milk products.

up to 900 plates/h. The device
can enumerate 8 3M Petrifilm
Plates and the Staph Express

TANGO – Analysis to go
The next generation FT-NIR spectrometer with
touch screen operation and intuitive user interface.

Disk and includes software that
allows technicians to edit results

MPA II – Multi Purpose Analyzer
A true, single instrument solution for all of your dairy
applications for liquid, semi-solid and solid products.

and add other relevant sample
information.

MATRIX-F – Online FT-NIR Spectrometer
Direct measurements in continuous or batch
processes, enabling a close production control.

A study conducted found up
to 94% reduced time to enumerate 3M Petrifilm Plates when

Bruker Optics’ dairy portfolio ranges from small
footprint, dedicated milk analyzers to multiple
channel analyzers for the full range of samples from
raw milk to the various dairy products as well as
fully automated in-process systems for closed loop
control.

using the 3M Petrifilm Plate
Reader Advanced (observed on
the 3M Petrifilm Aerobic Count

More than 25 years of experience in designing solutions
for the dairy industry were combined with the high
quality standards of Bruker. Our systems run hasslefree in companies producing milk and milk products
worldwide. This way, our customers can benefit from
large cost savings.

Plate with High Count).
3M Food Safety
www.3m.com.au

Contact us for more details: www.bruker.com/dairy

IR / FT-NIR

Innovation with Integrity

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Bruker Pty Ltd
1A/28 Albert Street
Preston, Victoria, 3072
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9474-7000
Fax: +61 3 9474-7070
E-Mail: sales.anz@bruker.com
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The LF30 Filtration apparatus is made of polyethersulfone and polypropylene. The funnel has a
spin-lock connection with a 300 mL capacity. The waste bottle is made of polycarbonate and has a

©stock.adobe.com/au/vaaseenaa

Calcium and protein
ingredient range
Arla Foods Ingredients has launched its ‘Healthy
Through Life’ range, which features three dairy
recipes using its protein and calcium ingredients.
These include a yoghurt featuring Nutrilac YO-

product development & testing

8402 and Nutrilac YO-4205, which are functional

Plant-based food and beverage
ingredient portfolio

milk proteins; Capolac — a milk mineral concentrate

DuPont’s Danisco Planit range offers food and beverage manufacturers a broad

protein, high-calcium pudding containing Nutrilac

selection of ingredients for plant-based product development. It includes plant

FO-7922 and a high-protein iced coffee that contains

proteins, hydrocolloids, cultures, probiotics, fibres, food protection, antioxidants,

Nutrilac RM-7020 and Capolac.

high in calcium phosphate; as well as a high-

The recipes are all low in sugar or have no

natural extracts, emulsifiers and enzymes, as well as tailor-made systems.
Suitable for manufacturers of food and beverages, dietary supplements and

added sugar.

pet food, the range is designed to enhance bioprotection, improve nutritional

Arla Foods Ingredients

profile and allow for better taste and texture with greater cost efficiency and

www.arlafoodsingredients.com

lower environmental impact.
DuPont (Aust) Limited
www.dupont.com.au

NEWS

Singapore-based start-up Sophie’s Bionutrients has developed a microalgaebased milk alternative. The company said the product promises to eliminate
allergies making it safe for consumption for people with lactose intolerance.
The milk alternative dairy replacement was made with the company’s
proprietary microalgae protein flour with the same essential amino acids as
microalgae. The flour is then homogenised with water to create the dairyfree milk alternative.
The company said that while the product is comparable to the nutritional
value of cow’s milk, its protein value can be elevated by up to 50% by altering
ratios in the water-soluble microalgae flour. The sample alt-milk produced
has a similar texture to nut-based milk. However, it can be further refined to
mimic the creamy texture of dairy.
At the heart of all Sophie’s Bionutrients products is its neutral-colour
microalgae flour made from a strain of microalgae that can be harvested in
just three days.
Eugene Wang, Co-Founder and CEO of Sophie’s Bionutrients, said the
company hopes the technology will develop further through the partnership
with food and beverage companies.
“We believe in harnessing the power of nature to build a sustainable,
greener future through environment-friendly alternate food solutions. We
believe that microalgae is the best place to help us achieve this. It is the
superfood of the future.”
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Start-up develops microalgae-based
milk alternative
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Finding new life for

Scientists have found that the by-product of the
grapes used to make chardonnay may be rich in
health-enhancing compounds.

T

he findings show that wine waste, also known as pomace or marc, could become a source for supplements
or food products.

The rise of oligosaccharides

The team from the University of California, Davis discovered
a wealth of potentially health-enhancing compounds and sugar
molecules called oligosaccharides within the pomace. Their study
is published in the journal LWT — Food Science and Technology.
Oligosaccharides are found in many plant and animal tissues,
including human breast milk. Recent advances have revealed
oligosaccharides’ potential to support intestinal health.
“We were surprised by the diversity of the oligosaccharides
in the chardonnay wine grapes, including the presence of structural elements found in mothers’ milk,” said Amanda Sinrod,
lead author and a master’s candidate working with Professor
Daniela Barile.
The team analysed the molecular composition of chardonnay
residue provided by Jackson Family Wines and Sonomaceuticals, a company founded by two food industry businesswomen
to develop new uses for viticulture waste. Wine-grape pomace
comprises about 30% of the original wine-grape material, and
much of it is left to decompose in the sun.

Potential source for food or supplements
“It’s all about sustainable wine production and finding a second
life for wine grapes,” Professor Barile explained. “Up to this
point, chardonnay marc has been regarded as a by-product of
winemaking with little or no value. Early results are encouraging
that marc could be a valuable source for oligosaccharides and
other compounds that support health and nutrition.”
University of California researchers were also among the first
to decode the magic of oligosaccharides in breast milk. The

sugar molecules do not nourish the baby directly. Instead,
they feed a strain of bacteria in the infant’s intestines that
helps build immunity against illness and disease. That discovery is helping scientists develop methods and products
to improve human health.
Professor Barile’s lab is developing technologies for
recovering health-enhancing compounds from various
agricultural and industrial waste streams, such as whey,
legumes and chickpeas. Her team previously discovered
oligosaccharides in both red and white wine residue and
are pleased with preliminary findings from the chardonnay analysis.
“There is more research to be done, but early results
are promising that chardonnay marc can become a source
for developing supplements and other food products to
support health,” Professor Barile said.
Oligosaccharides appeared to be especially abundant in
the wine-grape skins. In earlier research, scientists detected
oligosaccharides in the finished wine product, but not in
large concentrations. Researchers didn’t include bottled
wine in this study.
The chardonnay marc samples were also rich in flavonoids — healthy compounds found in many fruits and
vegetables. Researchers are exploring whether the oligosaccharides work independently or synergistically with these
bioactive compounds to support intestinal health. The team
are studying how growing conditions, vintages and processing might affect the health potential of viticulture waste.
“We observed significant differences in the relative
abundance and type of oligosaccharides in different parts
of the marc, so further research is needed to maximise their
potential in food product design,” Sinrod said.
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spirits
from
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O

ne of the few distilleries in the world crafting spirits from scratch,
Republic of Fremantle uses innovative ‘grape to glass’ distilling methods
to create its base spirit from locally sourced wine.
Sourcing Verdelho from 100-year-old vines in the Swan Valley,
Republic of Fremantle Master Distiller Oliver Kitson carefully double distils the
wine in the custom-built Müller copper still.
From here, the base spirit is crafted into its vodka and aromatic and full-bodied
gin, a process that Kitson — who holds a Masters in Brewing and Distilling,
and has more than a decade’s experience in the liquor industry — describes as
a labour of love.
“Crafting our spirits is a true labour of love. We value master craftmanship
and believe in distilling there is no greater challenge than making your own base
spirit from scratch.
“The process requires skill, a steady hand and unwavering attention to detail. By
creating our own base, we are then able to produce spirits that are silky smooth,
filled with individuality, complexity and, most importantly, flavour,” said Kitson.
The concentrated sugar coming from the Verdelho grapes and the 36-plate column
still allows Kitson to take the base spirit to 95% — the magic mark that allows
the subtle fruit flavours and delicate floral notes of the grapes to carry through.
From this point, the double-distilled Signature Vodka need only be blended
with pure water to bring it down to bottling strength, with no flavourings or
ageing processes.
“When you’re tasting the vodka it’s the hints of citrus and delicate florals that
make the drinking experience such a delight. Whereas [for] the Aromatic Gin
you’ll notice lively lemon and grapefruit flavours in the aroma, with hints of fresh
apricot and honeyed ginger, and for the Full Bodied we layer it with rosemary,
red fruits and pink pepper, creating the long luxurious finish that’s perfect for
vermouth-based cocktails like the Negroni,” said Kitson.
When it came time to finalise the flavour profiles of its range, the team were
faced with a year of distilling, experimenting and tasting — a time that co-founder
Jason Townes says was crucial in getting the product to where it is today.
“We really took our time ensuring each spirit distillation was exactly where
we wanted it to be. We wanted to create a range that was not only perfect for a
Friday afternoon drink at the bar, but that would also sit proudly in a home spirit
collection — we wanted to create a product everyone could enjoy,” said Townes.
For more information, visit republicoffremantle.com.
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- Flexible and/or semirigid film suitability
- Skin Packaging
- Skin on Board
- Patented auto-locking
system for fast & easy
tool change
- Suitable for all food
product categories

MECAPACK FS30 THERMOFORMING MACHINE
“SKIN ON BOARD” & “SKIN ON RIGID PET”
& FLEX -FLEX all in the one machine with quick
change tooling to suit all your productions
packaging requirements.
COME SEE IT IN OUR SHOWROOM
AND TRIAL YOUR PRODUCTS.

Ph: 1300 4 LINCO or +61 2 9624 2055 (Outside Australia)
www.linco.com.au

